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.ABSTRltCT

This thesis deals · with the s _~:udy _- of"__the -gene~fs ::~f' ·
"the· Krq.eger ~i_n c- depo~~ t . and_ the · nea~~by .·ba:~~-t~-- deposl ts -· _·
..

JrtJ

,

......

-

;.,, .

• . - •

.... ·.

..

·- . .

•.

..

. .

-

o:r the Potosi· q_uadra.ngl_e,. Washington co~-.,.ty·, · Mt.s~oq:rl. • .
.

.

T1.ae rock_s . ,_outc~o~ping ·in the quadrangle ·e mbr_a cie ·
..

Pre~Cambria.n.

.

.

.

.

.

.

~nd "Lowe~ ·pa;i_eozoi~. -·:t'c_;niations, ., the_..P~tosi
~

.

.

and IDninence . be~:i;ig the ·mo~t .importa:n,t :form_
a t·ions with .•
.

:

.

.·

.

-

.

. .

regard ~o ~he ~tudied de·pos1 ts.
.

'·

.

~e ._ :rew st~u.ctures present . in the area:- ·. are o.:r.. the .

. vertical.: typ~ and __ e~e

·more

abunde.nt ·1 il the southern· !?~rt _'

o:r the. quad~angl _e .
Spec1a;l em:pha.s i s is placed on the rela. ti en ships

__b ·e tween. t?-e ba1~i te, ·-the a:ssociated su1.:fides, and the host .

· .Geometri_c· end geochem1eal cri·teria are studied 1~ .

~eta11 -:_and.· -µsed .. to explain. the ·= lcfcal_ genesis o~ the ore
deposits.

Geometric evidences, either .in the outcrops

or in the drilJ. cores, sugge::st the _possibility o:r a syn.

genetic origin.

.

~e- ge?chemistry of" barium and the .. su1f1d~s-·:

.

.

supports · this ·_· mod~ of' orig1no ..
An attempt to solve the probtem o:f' .the · origin o:r

the or~ flµids was made • . Both .the supergene ~d hypogene
theory a.;re conside~edo
:the second- one~ ·

More cri te+'ia -~Pl)ea~ ·to.· s-µppo~t _

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

General Introduction
Interesting and.important ·deposits of barite and
associated sul:fides have been lmown and mined in the Potosi
quadrangle o-r Washington County, Missouri, for a century or
more.

The ~roblem or their genesis has been subjected to

controversial opinions during the years·since their discovary.
The similarity of' the ¥.i.issouri depoai ts with other
barite deposits in the United States and abroad has inspired

a large series or publicationso

Most of' these have been

reviewed in this ·thesis and compared with the data collected
in the f'ield and studied in the laboratory by the ,1ritero

Literature of' barite deposits :f~om all :parts of' the world

has been studiedo

Tb.is has provided a background o~ data

and conditions f'ound in other deposits of the same occurrence and has supp~ied many dif'f'erent ideas and theories on
their genesis.
The approach to the problem involved two steps:
'-

first a carerul study o~ outcrops in the area and second a
petrographic analysis of the samples in the laboratory.

It

became necessary to apply new criteria and to elaborate on
the conventional ones to permit a better understanding of
the factors and causes of the origin o~ the barite deposits
of Misaourio

2

The conclusions reached in the present thesis differ

considerably from the previous interpretations and .suggest.
new possib111 ties in regard to- the genesis of the stu~ed ·
. deposits • .
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. CHAPTER

I

GEOGRAPHICAL . AND GEOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION

The studied ore deposits a.re located in Washingt,c)n
County, one or the counties in the . southeastern part
State or Mis.souri.

or

~e

The Washington County barite district ·is·

the most important one 1n the state and includes all of the .
area belonging to Washington County and a few square miles of
.:

St. Franco1·a County.

A second district, iDr central Missouri,

covers parts or several counties in the area of . the Lake o~
the Ozarks.• .· . These bar1 te deposits are smaller and could.. not
be studied at this time.

The present work concentrated on the study of the
barite deposits of' the Potosi quadrangle, which lies 1n the
center of wash1ngton c·o unty.
"

.. Physical Geography of the Potosi Quad.rang_:J.e

The Potosi QuadrangJ!·e is comprised between the 37°45'
and

t.he . 38°00• parallels, north latitude,

and

between the

90°45 ~ and 91 °00' meridians, we~t .1ongi tude.

·. !he whole quadrangle, about 22 km.. (14 miles) . wide,
and 27 km.

(17 miles) long, can. be considered, in a general

way, as a part of a wide plateau. · The lowest and the . highest .
points in the area are in proximity of the Town of Latt1 1 1n

the valley

or

Fourch a Renault, about 215 m. (700 ft.) above

sea 1,.v el and the other, the Little Pilot,·· a porphyry knob,

365 m. (1200 ft.) above sea - level in the northwestern ' side

or

the quadrangle.

or·.the

The drainage

Meramec R1 ver Basin.

who.l e area is a part o:r

the ..

The tributary, in the Potosi Quadrangle,

is the Big River and 1~s smaller .tributaries.

The north-

western waters of the area are collected by the Curtois >
·1.~

River, and other streams flowing direc·tly . into the Meramec -.

R1 ver.

The .m ajor part of the streams has a flat angle grade.

Only in a few cases is the river bed as far below the average
plateau surface as 60-90 m.

(200-300

ft.).

Because of the .

local characteristic or the rivers . there are very few . f'lood : .
planes in the area. and they occur only along the big streams.
The major part of' the soils, as their study shows, ·is
of the residual type, with a few small areas of the alluv1a1
type close to the largest streams, as stated above.

These

residual soils, important and interesting for the purpose·a
of· the present study, ·a re frequently rich in quartz and ·_.

chert nodules.

The ri_chness in siliceous nodules is one or

·- the main causes of - the poor agricul t'%al quality o:r the. so11s
of the region.

The area 1.Ulder study is prevalently covered
ests of pines, oaks, and cedars.

by for-

Agriculture 1~ developed

on the flood planes, w1 th wheat and corn as · principal crops.
The population consists mostly o:f farmers and is concentrated in the towns of' Potosi
inated on farms.

·•

and

Caledonia or _dissem-

5
§tratigra.ph.v of -the Potosi Q.uad.ra.ngl.e
Data for the geology

been taken mostly from
purposes

c.

or

the Pot~s1 Quadrangle have

L. DAKE's paper (1930)1.·

FGr -·the

or this study a general summary -of the sequence of

the formations outcropping in the·a.rea·and a short illustration of the main tectonic events that have taken place 1_n
part or in all of these rock formations are described below.

c.

L. DAKE and other. geologists who have studied the ·

area agree on the recognition of the following formations:
Quaternary

.Alluvium - residual soils and alluvium sensu

· Ordovician

.Roubidoux Formation - sandstone with a · ~air
abundance of cherty .material ·&n.d thin · ·
lenses of dolomite

str1ctu

.Gasconade Formation - cherty dolomite
• .En1nence Forma t1on - dolomite and chert
.Potosi Formation - crystalline dolomite,
quartz and chalcedo~y drusesj chert

Cambrian

• Derby-Doerun Formation - :rinely crystalline
.:to earthy, but not cherty dolomite

.l)a.vis Formation - shale, limestone, and
. limestone conglomerate
·
• Bonneterre Formation - crystalline doloute,
no chert

~Lamotte Forma t1ol). - sandstone with severa1
_ sha1e layers
Pre-Cambrian

.Rb.yolite porphyry and rhy0litic tu:tfa

As seen· in this stratigraphic section, the formations

present in .the area belong t,o the Pre-Cambrian and to the
Paleozoic.

1 •. . ill references are in b1b11ograpey.

.6

Pre-Cambrian
The Pre-Cambrian rocks ot the Potosi Quadrangle consist exclusive1y or rhyolite porphyry _and rhyolitic tut.rs.
Granite, granite porphyry or basic dikes have rtot been
round.
Rhyolite Porphyry.

outcrops of these rocks are :found espe-

cially in the southern part of the Potosi Quadrangle, close
to the border between Washington and Iron Counties.

The

porphyries form a series of -r elatively small knobs that
become a definite range in the southern part. · A smal~ porpbyry knob, named Little Pilot, is located in the no-rthwestern part ot the quadrangle and is the highest point .of
th'e area~

The dark reddish-brown rhyolite porphyry con-

tains small orthocl.ase and quartz crystals in a ground mass
of very fine texture.
According to GEIJER (193L) and AMSTUTZ (1958), microscop1c examinations revealed that some portions o:f' : t,he
. rhyolites are to be classified as keratophyric a.ndesites.
Bbyolitic TUffs.

As reported by DAKE .(1930), some thin

bedded slabs o:f tut:f were·· found Just outside the northwester.n corner o:f the Potosi quadrangle.

They ·were, however, not ·1n

place.
Cambrian
The ·cambr1an system is represented by the s1x formations described 'below •
.

7
Lamotte Formation.

The Lamotte consists prevalently of a

se.n~stone, sometimes interbedded with thin layers o:r clays.
The color of' this sandstone is· extremely variable bec'itu~e

or

the d1 :r:f"eren t amounts of iron oxides it contains. . The f'ormati on outcrops only in a . small area near Caledonia in the
southwestern part of the quadrangle.
Bonneterre Formation.

Sandstone, sometimes calcareous, and

sandy dolomite constitute the biggest portion of the Bonneterre Formation.

In the upper part it is preva1ent1y. :rormed

by a massive and coarse dolomite.

'!'his :formation also .. out-

crops only in the southern part or the Potosi Q,uad.rang]:·e ,
p-articularly ·1n the Belgrade and Bel1ev1ew sections.
Davis Formation.

The Davis Formation, outcropping sparsely

in · the southern part of the Potosi Quadrangle, consists
princip'3lly of shales al though some limestones and dolom1 tea are :frequently in terbedded. ·

.. Derby-Doerun Fo,rmation.

The Derby-Doerun Formation, as the

Davis, is very scarcely represented in the area.

It out-

crops only in the south centra1 part of the quadrangle in
an area where tectonic movement~ occurred.

Lithologically

. the :formation consists or a very:· :r1ne crystalline doJ.omite
without chert.

ULRICH 1.mited the two last formations under

the general name of Elvina Formation.
Potosi Formation.
En1nence, is

the

The Potosi Formation, together with the
rock complex containing most o:r the barite

8
deposits of the district.

It is well represented in the

whole quadrangle, but especially near the Town of Potosi and
in the Palmer area, in the southwestern corner of the· q~ad~
rangle.

The major part of the outcropping barite is f'otm.d

in this formation, and ~lso almost all of' the barite mined
in southeast Missouri is recovered :f"rom --i t.

The thickness

of' the formation does not exceed 70-100 m.

(250-300 ft.) and

in many places its thickness is greatly reduced by erosion.
A light to dark brown, relatively crystalline, medium
to fine grained, very cherty dolomite constitutes the bulk
of the Potosi formation.
.

..

Shales and sandstones are not

-

represented at all.

very frequent a.ruses are p~evalently

composed of _chalcedony, coated in the interior by relatively
large quartz crystals.
:Eminence Formation.

The :Eln1nence is the most widely dis-

. ,

tributed formation tlnfoughout the Potosi Quadrangle and much
of the barlte is_ contained also in this formation.

Barite

_ls present in outc,ops especially near the contact with the
subjacent Potosi Formation.

The Eminence Formation is

formed by a aeries of massively bedded dolomite layers with
fairly abundant chert.

A property d.1st1ngu1sh1ng the Potosi
\

from the En1nence is the lighte~ color of the latter.

Sb.ales

and sandstones are scarce and occur always as thin beds or
lenses.

Chert is very abundant and one of the main char-

acteristics of the formation.
Ordovician

·

Only the l,9west formations of the Ordovician are

9
present in the area.
Gasconade and Roubidoux Formations.

The top of the s-t;,rat1-.

graphic sequence in the Potosi Quadrangle is · :formed by the
Gasconade and Roubidoux formations.

:~·_T hey occupy the cen-

tral part of the quadrangle and also the southern part,
where they are in direct contact with the Bonneterre, Davis,
and Derby-Doerun formations because of tectonic movements
which originated a system of :faults a few miles north o'f

Belgrade.
Quaternary
The mature topography of the region makes. d1fficul t

a separation . between the ·Old and the recent Quaternary
deposits.

The streams do not have a strong erosive action

and· the alluvial deposits are few.

Only in proximity of

·the largest streams alluvial deposits can be :found and their

material is always derived from the Paleozoic Formations.
The whole · quadrangl·e is almost completely covered by
·· residual soils originated by weathering o:r these :formations.

Structural Geology of the ;rotos1 Quadrangle

c.

L. DAKE (li30) obm~-rved ~ne ~ajor · ra.ult and two

fault systems in the area and considers that they are normal
vertical gravity faults.

The only possible fold of the

· region may be the so-called Shirley syncline which may cause
the preservation of the Roubidoux formation 1n the quadrangle.
This ·: rauit and the :fault systems are·, according to ·

·10
DAKE, the Shirley

fauil

a.nd· the fau1 ted zone o-.f Palme·r.

These are sa.1.d to be probably

ot

di'ft~~ent

age.

The. Shirley

:r~u1 t, which passes a £ew miles east ot Slli_~ley is said~· to
be younger the. n · the Roubidoux Formation,· the y,otmg~st ·
·paleozoi_c :formation in .the area. ·· This :f'act is supported by
DAKE' s observation of an anomalous contact between Roubidoux

and ED.1nence, reported -.from a few places only.
The Shirley :raul t is supposed to pass through the··
Krueger property and was assumed by various authors to have

served as a channelway :for mineralizing solutions..

The

present author has not seen this fault on the surface and
tp.e block diagrams (see tables

-

strongly suggest its pre·sence.

5, 6, 7)

do not prove or

The :fau1 t assumed to be pre-

sent by previcus a'.uthors (DAKE, 1930; BALLIHGER, 1948; and

others) was ·draw.a into the block diagrams e.ssuming that
their··a.ssumptions were correct.

As will be discussed .in more detail later in this ·
thesis, the connec.tions between the mineralized and/or

brecciated portions of the drill holes, as reported by
BALL·INGER (!,948) and as relogged by the writer, do not prove

.

the presence · o-r the fault.

There.is -at the most, a yery ,
·;·, .

·,

; ,,

.

.sl1gb:t-._sugge~t1on ·t hat the nQrtJieaatern part or · the ·s1ib~ ,._, .
terraneous breccia horizon is .e l1gb.tly (a few feet . only)
higher than the southwestern part.

Yet this could be cs.used .

by a alight, monocline or by an or1s1.n al a"trat1.sraph1c.

elevat1on-d1:fferen'ce of the breccia.
One 6-r

the

two fau1t systems in the Palmer area was

·11

thought to be possibly of' the same age.as the questionable

Shirley fault;. t~e other is probably· .older and at least
post-Eminence, DAKE, (19.30).

CHAP 'I'ER I I
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DEPOSITS

i

..

The barite deposits of the Potosi Quadrangle are
located in two principal areas.

The first, around the Town

of Potosi, occupies the northeastern corner of the territory
studied for this thesis; the second, on the central western
edge, belongs to the Palmer and neighboring sections.

The following chapter offers a brief description of
the outcrops visited, and the mode of occurrence . of the ·
barite in the field.
bedrock deposits.

The · barite occurs as residual and as

_They will be discussed in this sequence:

Residual barite
Bedrock bari te
Re s1.dual Bari te

The residual.barite -is presented in soils arid over.. burden as fragments of dif'ferent sizes and shapes, f'rom a
few to several centimeters.

The origin of this barite,

frequently contain~ng small cubes of galena~ is not ditticul\. .:to. _explain.

l)Uring weathering and decomposi t1on of the
-

barite bearing dolomites, the insoluble residue, consisting
mainly of qua~tz druses, chert, and barite, was concentrated
1n the soils where it is now found.

The enclosing dolomi_tic

sediments were decomposed and removed by the water.
The Cambrian bar1te bearing formations, lik~ the

.

..

)iiit

Potosi and En1nenc.e, have been directly in contae.£'' w1.th

·13

atmospheric agents for a long time. They were subjected to
a strong weathering act1on,wh1ch did not, or only to a negligible extent,act on the quartz, chert, and barite present in the :f'orma tions ( see f'1gure 1). These factors made
the large and commerc1al_
1 y interesting concentration of
barite in the residual material over almost the whole region
present.
Residual barite has been and still is mined pr1nc1pa11y
inside the following areas 2 :
Palmer area: 90°55 1 /91°00 west - 37°48 1 /37°52• north; sections 7, 8, 15, 21, 22, T. 36 N., R. 1 E., and sections 1, 12,

15, T. 36 N., R. 1

w.

Deposits along Missouri Highway No.114: 90°48 1 west - 37°58'
north.
Superbar Company Deposits: along Missouri Highway No.8, northeast of Potosi.
Homsey Bros. Mining Company: southwest rim of' the Town of'
Potosi; 90°47' ·w est - 37°46' north.

2 • . . Except for the Palmer area the geographycal coordinates
refer to the . central point of the area mentioned. No
section, township, and range can be given for ao•e of
the c1 ted local! ties because part of the Potosi ~uadrang]. e is not sectionalized.

Figure 1 _- Residual barite crystals and quartz - druses along
Missouri Highway No. 21 near 01d Mines. Quartz
forms a rigid network in which bari te occurs.
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Bedrock Ba.rite
Any study of' the genesis of ore deposits has to--be

based mostly on observations and considerations

or

the min-

eral in place, with particular reference to its relations to
. the surrounding rocks.

In this case, specia1 attention bas

been given to the few outcrops of barite and associated sulfides in bedrock present in the Potosi Quadrangle.

The

· barite deposits cf the area are here sub-divided as follows:
Krueger Property:
T. 37N. R. lE.

90°53 1 west - 37°55 1 north; Hi:i; Sec. 24,

Homsey Bros. Mining Company Deposits:
no·rth
..

Deposits along Missouri Highway No. 8:
north

90°48' . west - 37° 56'

90°48' west - 37°57'

Kru~ger Prop~rty
The Krueger Property (see .:rigures 2, 3) is located

about six miles west

or

Potosi along Missouri Highway No. 8

and includes an are.a of about 160 acres on the orographic

right side of the R1 ver Fourche a Rena.ult, between the Middle
and North Fork Creek 1n the NEi, Sec. 24, T.37lt.R.1E.
The sur:race ~ock in the area is predominantly o-r

E:ninence age and consists of a light.gray, moderatel7 granu-lar, maeai vely bedded, , .cherty- dolom1 te.

The contact between

the Dninence and the Potosi formation is d.1:ft"icu1t to determine because of the strong s1m.1larity of the rocks ot the two
formations a ·t the con'tact.

i'his contact is actually transi-

tional.
According to

c.

L. DAXE (1930), the Krueger Propert.y'

is related to the 3h1r1ey f°atil t

which is said to go through

the deposit at/or near the shaft. ·
cussed 1ater.

This _point w:111 be ·dis-

The fault was not detelf\ed by the wr1 ter. · In

a :few p1aces, DAKE and others · who surveyed the area were ·
apparent~y able to recognize a d:1sp1acement on the surface.
This ore deposit :1.s associated with a dolomitic
brecc1a.

The minerals present a.re sphalerite, galena, .

marcas1te, and bar1te.
is also present.

A relatively large amount of' chert

At the entrance of the open pit, Just

above the water, there are on the south side a :rew outcrops
of do1om1te 1n which only bar1te · qccura.

On th;·

north

$1de

the short outc-rop contains brecciated cherty material wh1ch
shows some m1nera11zation · o~ sulfides

in

.

addition to barite.

t .

un:rortunately i ·t was impossible to observe the deposi -t
underground.

_The only shaft present on the property was

comp1ete1y underwater during the ear11er visits.

Later the

.

owner of° the property had almost comp1ete1y destroyed and
fi11ed the shart.

Samples · were collected on the sur:race and be1ong to
mater1a1 once taken out :from the shaft.

~""

'

~·

The study o:r the

property is thus based on observations on the sma11 . outcrops
,

at. the · sha:rt entrance.

.

on the dump mater1a1~ and on the dr11.1

b.o1e records published by the United states Bureau o-r Mines.

as we11 as on .the logging of 19 dr111 ho1ea _by the writer in
the M1nneapo11s Core Library of the

u. s.

Bureau o:r Minea.

-

Detai1s o~ the mineralogy and paragenet1c sequence o~
the minerals :present in the breccia are discussed in Chapter

v.
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Homsey Bros. Mining Company . deposits .
These deposits are located on the southwe$tern rim o:r
the Town of :Potosi ( s ·e e :figure 4).

They cone1st most1y ~:r

res1dua1 so11s in which bar1 te with some 1ead su1fi-de is
:round.

Ga.1ena is frequently preserit as big crystals or

aggregates.
A few outcrops o:r bari te in bedrock were foun-d close

to the northern 11mit of the deposits on both sides of the
road.

Bar1te
occurs here
.

as

.

a constituent o:r _the matrix

between pieces of dolomite rock, sometimes :forming i t ·s ~.a Jor ·
constituent.

In the 1atter case 1t has the appearance o~ a
(

. bar.i te network. (see figll.re 5).
S\11:ridea:-~ except ga1ena. are not associated with the

bari te in th1 s 1oca-t .ion •
. Depoe1~s al.ong Missouri Highway No. 8

a.

On !Ussouri Highway No.

·about- two m11es west o~

Potosi. on the 1eft .orograph1c s~de

or

f(

Baites creek, severa1

.open pi ts can be seen on the aide of' the highway and in the
wood.

From these pits barite ~as mined several years ago.
/

The pit with the largest outcropping face is pictured on
:figure 6.

Detail.a are shown in·· figures 7 • Sa~ Sb, 9a. 9b.

1of.
Here barite occurs in considerable quantity, occasionally associated with ga1ena.

Bar1te is we11 expoeed as

sma11 or 1arge irregular patches in a light do1om1te on a
~

re1ative1y iarge open pit wa11. about .20 yards away from the
highway. ,

..

The do1om1.te
is broken an4 ~ractured and some o~
,,

:t8
the matrix space contains bari te~ -· Druses · o:f quartz are pres-

ent j_n sina1]. quantityo . .. Some chert nodul.es _occur in the outcrops along Hi.ghway Noo: .8, but th~re 1sno v1.sible . re1ati.on ~
to the bari te.

Usually · these · nodules occupy a higher

stratigraphic position (.see f'igures ll.a, l1b)o

Figure 2 -

View o:r the open pit of' the · Krueger · Zinc Deposit.•
The old shaft is located a few feet to the right ·
o:r the person looking · at beds of cherty breceia ·
with marcasite and sphalerite.
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Figure 3 - Bar1te and dolomitic breccia outcropping in the
open pit of Krueger Zinc Deposit,.
The horizonta1
resistant beds consist of . dolomite, . chert (most1y
brecciated a.nd cemented with some marcasite and
sptCa1erite), and bar1·te.

Figure 4 ~ outcropping bar1 t~· - 1n .an ·o pen 1itt., of :th~.y:E{E.>rri~,Y:-2:::)\
Bro9:. Min~g _Compa.tJ;)r.
The compt.~te ab.aence of"·: · :..,;,·,·
m1nfara11za.~1on 1nf Jal:i'e :root and -hanging ~11s :·:1s. w·
we11 di-spiayed. · - ·
· ·-· · ·
. ..,. ··
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: F igure 5 -

Detail of' the :figure 4 showing the lack
eralization in the hanging wall.

or

min-

Figure 6 -

Open pit with outcropping bari te north o'£ Missouri
Highway No. 8.
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Figure 7 -

Deta11 of the outcropping bar11>e in the open p1 't .i·
north of Jlia sour1 Hi,g hway No. 8 ( the l.engt.h o-r
the knifEi is 2§- .inches). Picture taken on vert.1.ca1 wa.11.
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Detail of' the outcropping bari te and 1imon1 te · ·
·i n the open pi·t north ot: Missouri. Highw~y No. 8
( ve.l'tica1 outcrop).
The Drawing shows the boxwork -of limonite.

Figure 9 ai. Detail of the outcropping barite-limonite boxwork shown in figure 9 b.

~ Lim~nite and limonite staining dolanite

Iii Barite
D Dolomite

Figure 9 bo Bari te and limoni te boxwork in dolomite in the open pit north of
Missouri Highway Noo 8 (horizontal outcrop)
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:Fj.gtlre 10 -

Patches of barite in the open pit north · o:e ·

Mfssouri· Highway N.o . 8'.

Fi5ure 11a. - . -Detail

~
-

...Ba.rite
Chert

or

Figure llb •

3C

Figure 11 b - Barite and chert nodul.es 1n the outcrop a1ong
Missouri High.way No. 8.

CHAPTER III
PREVICUS Il{TE.~R::TATIONS

The :rollowing three se·ctions contain summaries o-.r the
criteria and theories related to the car1te genesis, as
offered in previous .publications both in this cowitry and

.a broc:.d.

The following sequence i -s observed:

.

B~.ri te denosl
. ts o:r the United States exclusive of Missouri

Barite deposits or roreien countries
B~~ite deposits o-.r ¥~ssour1
An a.ttemp.t

was made ·-to set up a bibliog;raphy ot' all

available :papers ·conta~nin£ valuable informs.tion. on the

occurrence and origin of bari te in sediments.

The review

of previous work is, however, based on a selection of papers

which

were thought to be the

genetic point

or

most importa.~t ones :rrom a

view.

~arite deposits of the United States exclusive of Missouri

In 1907 T. L. WATSON studied the ge~sis of the barite

-

..

.

~

deposits of Virginia:._ Acc~~~ng to h1m the bari t.e cont.a·1 ned .
.

.

Ul the Shenandoah limestones (Cambro-Ordov1c1an) va·a d~pos1 ted by shallow waters c1rculat1ng'ep1genet1ca11y in them.

The waters had previously leached the- barium which WATSON believed ~resent 1n ·tb.e same ~ormation. and success1ve17
redepo·s1 ted 1 t as barium sulpha·t e.

WATSON o:r:rers the :ro1-

lowing conclusions which are quoted in fu.11 length:
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1. · With two exceptions, the barlte deposits are associated with limestone or its ~esidual decay.
These
exceptions show the occurrence of th~ barlte in
crysta11ine si1iceous rocks, _more or .less remote·
:from limestone masses.
2.
The occurrence o:f the barite in the limestone is
part1y as a rep1acement, and partly as vein-like
masses f"i111ng .fr·a cturea; and in the res1dua1 c1ays
as -1oose nodular ma.ss·es 1rregu1ar1y assemb1ed . and
of different sizes and shapes.
In· each of these
occurrences the barlte . ls ·c rysta11ine in texture.
and ls the resul.t of solution and deposition.
3. The barite and associated minerals suggests depo~
sltion from reasonab1y-sha11ow circulations.
The
barite 1s ·be11eved to have been 1arge1y, · 1~ not
entire1y, derived, in most cases, from t.he rocks
1n whic~ the concentration_s are now found. (p. 733).
In 1913 F. H.

FOHS~ studying the barite deposits of

l{entucky__in Mississippian and Cambro-S11urian limestones,
related- the source · of barium directly to the basic igneous
rocks present iri. the area.
author, is,

The barium, accord.1ng to th1.s

"· • • the element appearing as a constituent

o:f certain feldspars, b1ot1 te, and their a1 teratlon products.

Barite is not a rock making m1nera1 and is only

deposited from rock making so~utlons." (p. 573).
The barlte deposits of the App~1~ch1an area3 were
reviewed in 1915 by T. L. WATSON and J. S. GRASTY.

They

related the genesis of the bar1te present in veins o~
either sedimentary or crysta111ne rocks. to the barium
compounds derived from rocks surrounding the actua.1 depos1~s
by action of sha11ow clrcu1at1ng water.

c.
3.

H. GORDQN in 1918 studied extensively the bar1te

-A1abama,.. Georgia, Kentucky, Mary1and, Pennsy1van1a•
North Caro1:1na, South Carolina, Tennessee, and V1rg1n1a
are comprised 1.n .this area-.
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deposits o:f East Tennessee.

These were described by him as

• • • • bed veins or shattered zones in limestone in which the
barite occurs as a replacement., or cement :filling _the interstices 1n the breccia," or as "residual deposits :rcrmed by
weathering of' the above •

-

• . ·" (p.; 52).

Stratigraph1ca11y

the barite occurs in the dolomite o:f the Knox :formation
(Ordovician). which contains a large quantity of chert in
noduJ.es or masses. ·

GORDON, following H. RIES theories (1916), thought
r

that.- bar1 te could have been :rormed :from deposition :rrom
aqueous s _o1ut1ons, and expressed 1 t a.a fo11owa:
The--source of' the be.rium was evidently in the do1omite
and a ·aaocia.ted limestones~ great thicknesses of which
..
hav~ in the course of time been removed by solution (p.56).

Chemical analyses of' the Kn.ox dolomite are reported
in the same paper showing that barium is present in rela-

tively appreciable amounts as sulphate and oxide.
The same theory o~ water acting as solvent of the

barium in preexisting :formations was a .c cepted by J. P. D. HULL

in 1919 in his paper "Barite Depo~its

or

Georgia~~

According

-

•.

to him • . these deposits might have been :rormed by 1eacbJ.ng o~
barium :rrom fe14epars and micas of igneous rocks.
eo~d have ·been removed by act,1.on

or

The barium

meteoric and therma1 -

watera and transported upward a1ong faults and fractures.
Particularly favorable conditions and chemical reactions
caused the precipitation of barium as barium su1phate at the
contact between the ascending solut.1ons and the Cambr·i an
..

limestones.

+

The Georgia bari te , deposits are c1a_s si:t'ied by
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HULL as: .~ (1) veins,

(2) replacement, (3) brec.cia, .(4) res1d-

-

.-

ua1. (5) co11uv1a1,

c.

-

.

.-.

(6) a11uvia1 deposits" (p. 12) • .

L. ROBINSON studied the vein deposits o~ . Central

Kentucky in 1931.

Three hypotheses· were listed by him:

(1) Meteoric waters leaching the v~in materials from
the enclosing rock, transporting .this material to the
fissures and there depositing the load, or by (2) meteoric waters rising by means o~ artesian cond1 tions·,
obtaining their load of materials from the under1aying
rocks, carrying the vein materia.l s in solution from a
qeep-seated source, and depositing the load in the
·
higher rocks. or by (3) magmatic solutions derived from
some deep-seated basic . intrusion, rising along the
fissures or fault plane, and depositing the vein minerals
present at the last phase of magmatic activity (p. 60).

ROBINSON in a brief discussion of the value of these theories,
exc1uded- the first one becaus·e of the lack o:r bedd1ng p1anes
or solution cavities which are .present .in the other districts
of the Miss1.ss1ppi Valley.

· The possibility o:r water solu-

tions leaching the material from preexistent formations was
discarded hecause analyses of the limestones, o-£ Centra1
Kentucky showed no traces o:r barium. fluorine, 1ead~ and
zinc •.

The lack of artesian conditions in the d1.str1ct, 1ead

. ROBINSON to preclude also the second hypothesis~ and to
~.ccept the third one.
In 1931 G. I. ADAMS attributed the bar1te deposits

o-r A1abam.a t ·o . the mesotherma1 and epi therma1 type o-r by.po-·
gene deposits.

The author stated tha·t "· • • the barium .·

.

·was brought up in emana t:1.ons :from, magmas and depos1 ted · as
veins and rep1ace~ents~ which were formed after the ma1n
App1ach1an ·Structure was deve1oped at the close of the
Pa.1eozo1c" (p. · 776.).
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The Sweetwater barite deposits

studi~d by R. A. LA~CE in 1939.

or

Tennessee were

He suggested. with

reserve, a deposition from therma.1 ascending water o·f meteor1c or magmatic orgin.

Barite deposits

or

foreign countries

Several deposits of barite and associated su1phides
have been described 1n dif'ferent countries outside of' the · ·

United States.
O. HOLTHEDAL (1909), studying the Cambro-Silurian
system 1n Norway and its barite inclusions, .expressed the
Gpin.1on t~t, the barite crystals e.re of seconda.ry origin .

and have been formed in the sediments by circulating so1utions in Silurian or Devonian time.
A. RADDING (1939) worked on the barite occurences
in swedish b1aek shales and clayey limestones.

He stated

that the barite ha.a to be considered stric~ly syngenet1c
.. ~ th the enclosing sediments.

Tb,e . barium, conta1.ned in

some mud beds, was concentrated in place as barium su1phate.

· L. ST¢RMER (1953) is, however~ o~ the opinion that
the bari te crysta.1 s present ·in limestones and - shares ·o f' , : ·

o-r

t~e ·aambro-S11ur1an

l\Torw&T and . Sweden cou1d ht!L-Ve.-or1- :'. _··.··:._.

..

g.ins.ted :from subst1 tution o-r sed1mentax-y. mater1.a1 by
4

par1\1Jll ·:_

••

in the sediments dur1~g ~enes1s.

The barite de~os1te in the· sedimentary ~ormat1ona
~

.

.

of the Otenwa.1-d in German:, were stud.1.ed by E N G ~ (1936J.
SCHNEIDERHOBN (1948}-~

and' XURAWSKY C+95-4). · W. E N G ~

~

considered a poss1b1e or1.g1n

..

or

deposits of the Odenwa1d
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either by hypogene warm solutions or by _supergene solutions
which had 1eached the barium from pree~istent :rormat·i ons.
H. SCHNEIDERHOHN and· H. MURAWSKY. however. thought .that
barite bearing solutions should nef1n1te1y have had a
hypo5ene origin.

w.

and W. E. PETRASCHil( (1950) recognized syngenetic-

sedimentary characteristics. 1n the barite and · su1phlde
deposits of Meggan in Westfa1 (Germany).

The same deposits

were studied some· years 1ater by E. NICKEL (1956) who suggested a volcanic exha1at1ve or~gin.

The exhelative :rl.uids

could have-brought up into the sedimentary ooze barium
compounds which wider anaerobic conditions. precipitated
barium sul.phate •
•

The barite d~posits of Peasant (France) are.
accord~ng to E. RA.GUIN (1949). related to the structura1
features of the area.

The . barium bearing so1utions may

have come up a1ong the faults and deposited their barium
conte~~ · epigenetica11y in the Liassic sediments.

According

to RAGUIN. c.lso all the other occurrences of bar1. te 1.n
sediments along the Pyrenees. the Al.pa and the Centra1
Massive are re1ated to hypogene solutions, introduc·e d into
:...,.,.
i-

t,he sediments through channe1ways provided by the several.
rau1ts of the region.

The large bar~te depos~ts in limestone of the Cuddapah
d:1.strict (South India) were studied by P. B. MURTHY (1950)
who referred to the~r o~1.g1n as• • • • the mixing of
ascending barium-bearing and descending su1phate-bear1ng
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waters in the earlier :formed :fissures."

The barite and ce1estine deposits of' Tarqu1nia
i'1 :. . (Ita1y) . were considered by B.

CONFORTO (1950).

The minera1s

are contained in a cong1omerate of Post-Pliocene age and
presumably originated by epigenetic deposition :from
ascending hydrothermal solutions of 1ow temperature.
Barite deposits of Missouri
In 1908 E. R. BUCKLEY working on the barite and
1ead-z1nc deposits of' the Potosi area. and following the
ideas of BISHOF about the solubility and the chemistry of
barium. wrote:
The barite of the area · under discussion has probably
been derived f'rom barium carbonate which ls so1uble in
4300 times its we:1.ght 1:n water, the solubility being
increased through the addition o:f carbonic acid gas.
The barium carbonate introduced, in solution. / into the
Potosi :formation was probably precip~tated through the
min5ling of. barium carbonate solutions and solutions
carrying an alcaline sul.pha~e, perhaps calcium sulphate.
The original source of the barium was probab1y the ~e1depars of the igneous .· rocks, :rrom which were derived the
mater1a1s making up the . sedimentary formations of the
area. . Xb.e :rac t that bari te does not occur in the
formations beneath the Potosi, although occurring in
those above, seem to argue that the barite bearing solutions come from above and that during the period of
1:ntroduction of' the bari te., the Potosi was the oldest
of the- sedimentary :rormat1ons reached by t,he· downwardc1reu1at1ns barite bearing solutions .(p, 247. ~ 24~),
.

. :·"r:.r:.··.<·

.

..

.

.

, .,._·

One o~ the · most extensi:ve works pub1ished in the ~i~_
st

yea.rs of this century on the geology of . the Missouri barite
deposits is that

or

A.· A. STEEL (1909).

He considered ·the

bar1 te deposited .contemporaneously .with . the ga1ena, but not
with calcite and do1omite.

He aug5ested two types of

occurrence of barium .ln solution: from weathering . o·:r over-
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_l.ayins :forma tion_s or :rrom igneous rocks buried not :f"ar be1ow
the deposits.
The genesis of" t...~e barite in Missouri was ext~n-

s1ve1y studied by W. A. TARR_ (1918) and the conc1usions
.

-

were published in ~T.he Barite Deposits of :r:11ssour.1 ~ (1918).
~he author outlined two hypotheses :for the origin o:r these
deposits: "(1) The barium was concentrated from the
~

,

surrounding rocks and deposited in the veins, caves, etc.;

( 2) the bari te was 9-eposi ted by deep.:.sca ted solutions as
veins, replacements, and cave deposits~ (p.

75).

TARR,

in the conclusion o:r his paper, excluded the first hypothesis for· the fo11ow1ng reasons:

(1) • • • carbonate rocks, the doreinant type in th.1.s
area, have been shown to oontein no barium, save in
rare instances where i t is not certain that i t was
not actually introduced into the rocks by 1ater
solutions; (2) the weters in such rocks are dominantly
carbonate .~aters which are poor sol.vents for the barium
sa1ts; a.rid (3) the rocks of the region are of- ve~y 1ow~
permeab11ity, . save along the d.1vis1oria1 p1anes where .
the act1 vi ty of' solutions :1.s .· confined to the · :1.~ed:1.ate
we#11s (p. 85).
·· .
He exc1uded a.n or1s1n from descending solutions, but

accepted as more probable m epigenetic depos1 tion of' the -·
..

bar1te and associated sulphides by ascending heated wate~

of igneous or1g1n.

......

W. M.· 'WEIGEL in 1929 pub1ished e.. complete summary ·
of the bari te deposits of Missouri, and a1so gave h.1s inter·.,

pretation of their genesis.

He did not support the ma.gmat1.o

or1g1n proposed by many geo1og1sts because of _the structura1

~ea_t ures of the _d eposits·.

The bari te, together w1 th cha1-

cedony, chert. and drusy ..q~artz. supposed1y contemporary
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accordin5 to ~1.c;IG7L, is genetically related to · descending
waters.

Gs.1ena.,

:frequently present as crystals ·eno1os-e d

m .

. .the bar1 te., is considered to be of earlier deposi t1on ·.

c.

L. DAKE' s paper on .the geology

or

E~ehill quadrang1es was comp1eted in 1930.

the Potosi. and
Th~ problem of

the genesis of the barite was considered., and :four poss1b1e
theories to explain 1 ts or1g1_n were advanced: -~(l), descending
cold solutions;
head;

-

(2).,ascending cold solutions u..~der artes1an

(3).~scending hot solutions :from deep-s~ated hidden

igneous sources; and _(4),oricina1 deposition in ,co11o~da1
:form., along -with disseminated silica., from sea water." (p.204)
-- The comp1et·e · absence o:f bar1 te in the res1dua1 soil of the

Gasconade•:formation., overlaying the Potosi and Eminence, is.,
accordin6 to DA.KE, a strong. point against the :first hypothesis

The pres~nce o:f an impermeable hori~on below the Potos~
formation (Davis formation) is one of the .evidenc.es against
~

the second and third theories.

After the exc1us1on o~ three

..

out o~ ~~ur theories,

the author emphasized that the barite

. was syngenetica11y deposited as co11oida1 barite from sea

water during the fonnation of the _e nc1osing sediments.

w~ A.

TARR. who in 1918 had a1ready proposed a magme.t.1c..

.' oi-1g1n ~or the bari te depos1 ta of ·Missouri. 1n 1932 a:tter the

d1.scovery of a vein of barite in the sran.1.te of Iraa County.
some rifty m11es south. of Potosi, stated:

fhe occurren.ce ot the bar1te vein in the granite (which
undoubtecil.y a1so occtU-s under the sed1mentar1es in· the
bar1te -district or Washington County to the north) 1s
-conf'irmato~y evidence·· of the conc1us1on. prev1ous17
reached. that the solutions which deposited the ··bar1te
in the doI-om1 tes of Wa.~hlngton Count.,' were. of magmatic
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orisin.
The solutions depositing the vein and those
responsible f"or the barite deposits to the north were
undoubtedly simil~r, though as the latter deposits were .
strat1graphica11y higher the solutions depositing them
were undoubtedly cooler.
However, a l though both.-deposi ts
are o~ magmatic or1g:1n, they may not have been deposited by solutions f"rom the sa~e . part of' the magma; which would .
account f'or the minor dif't'er_~nces - in mtneral1zat1on (p.447).
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TAI:LE I
CHRC~-ICLCGICAL LIST OF LITERATURE ON BARI TE AND T!IECRIES OF ORIGilf ·

Author-Year

Locality

Bedrock

Crig1n

KEITH (1904-)

North Carolina Granite-Feld- epi-hypo: magmatic
spar-Quartzite
solution

WATSOl{ (1907)

Virginia

Limestone

epi-super:meteorlq

water
BUCIU,EY{ 1go8)

HAYES-PHAL:Eli

!,Us sour1

Georgie

(1908)

LimestoneDolomite

ep1-super:descend1ng

Limestone-

ep1-super and hypo:
percolating of sur~
race waters and thermal spr1ns at depth··

Dolomite

HOLTHEDAL(l909)Norway

solutions

Sediments Cam- cp1-super: Jater clrculatlng solution

bro-Silurian

STEZI..(1909)

Missouri

LimestoneDolomite

epi-super and hypo:
ascending or descending solutions

FOHS(l913)

Kentucky

Limestone

GRASTY( 1913)

Alabama

Dol. Limestone ep1-super and hypo:
descending meteoric
water, thermal spring

WATSON-GRASTY
(1915)

Applachian

Sedimentary & ep1-super: leaching
cryst. rocks
rrom shallow water

RHIES(l916)

General

Sediments

ep1~super:leach1ne~om aqueous solutions
·
·

TARR(1918)

Missouri

Limestone-

ep1-hypo:heated water of igneous or1-

States

epi-hypo:ascending
solutions

circulation

. Dolomite

gm

GORIX>N(l918)

Tennessee

Dolomite

epi-super:water solutions

HULL(1919)

Georgia

Limestone

ep1-hypo:thermal water soluUons
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TABLE I

(continued)

LINDGR.Ji:N(1919) Genera1

Sediments

epi~ super·: meteor1 o ·
waters

WEIG-EL ( 1_9 29 )

Missouri

LimestorieDolomite

ep1-super: descending
solutions

D.A.KE(1930)

1~I1ssouri

LimestoneDolomi.te

.

-

.

syn-super:co1loida1
barite from sea wa-

ter

ADAMS(193l.)

Alabama

ROBINSON(l931) Ken~ucky

· . LimestoneDo1omi te

ep1-hypo: magmatic
emanations

Limestone

ep1-hypo: ~agmatic

TARR.(1932)

Missouri

STUCKEY-DAVIS

North Carolina Cryst. rocks

Limestone. Dolomite

(1933)
Ell G:El..HARDT
(1936)

Germany &_

General

LAUREN.C E(1939) .. Tennessee

Dolomites ·
Limestones
Sandstones

Dolom1 te

solutions

ep1-hypo: magmatic

· solutions

ep1-hypo:magmat1c
solutions
syn-super:weathering
through descending

solut:1.ons
ep1-hypo: ascen<llng
therma1 water

syn-T: concentration

HADDING(1939)

Sweden

Shale-Limestone

EMERY-REVELLE

California

Recent marine se~-hypo: heft springs
sediments
rich in Qar1um and
su1phate of sea water

Odenwa].d
( Geri:nany) .

Sediments

(1942)

SCHNEIDERHOHN

- (1948)
.
RA.GUIN . ( 1949)

·F .rance

. :1.n p1ace

·

ayn-hypo: ascencling
· solutions

. L.1ass1c Sed.1ments

. ep1-hypo: ascenilng
so1ut1ons

CONFORTO (1950)Ita1y

Cong1omerate

ep1-hypo: ascending
hydrotherma1 ao1ut1ons

MURTHY(1950)

Limestone

ep1-hypo: ascencling
barium solutions an4·
descending su1:phate . -. ·
so1ut1_ons
·
·

In di.a

.

··. .
.

~. ·,
\
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TABLE I

P.ETRASCHECK
(1950J

( con·t inued)
Sediments

syn--h ypo: aacend1ns·
solutions

ST¢RMER (1953) Norway and
_ Sweden

L1mestone·s·shales

syn.genetic subs ti t"u-·
tion (?)
·

MURAWSKY(1954) Odenwald
( Qerma.ny)

Sediments

syn-hypo: ascending
solutions

NICKEL (1956)

Me~gen Dep.

Sediments

syn-hypo: vo1can.1c .
exha1at1ve so1ut1ons

WEEKS, et a1.

Colorado

Sandstones

syn-hypo: vo1canic
emanations

-·

Meggen Dep.

(Germany)

'

(1957)

(Germany)

CH.AFTER IV

DETAILED OBSERVATION·S .
Der1n1t1ons of terms used
A study o'f' the geometry of the deposits, of. the

geochemist~y o~ barium and of some factors of 1og1c, which
influenced the final· interpretation, is o:f'fereci· in the

following pages.
In order to reach a conclusion which is as independent from previous theories a~ possible, and :rurthermore.
in view o:f' the highly controversial nature o:f' the topic, an
attempt is made not to introduce geometric and geochemical ,

Such sets of terms have

terms with gene~1c connotations.

been o:r:fered .by NIGGLI (1948, 1954) with regard to complete
.

.....

-·

-

.,...

:r:ock bodies, and by Al~STUTZ .(1956) on individual 1ntergrown
grains. ··

In the 11 terature the terms ~vein~, ~einl.ets _~,
..
.
"masses",
"stringers",
and
"replacements"
are
used
for
.,
..
.....

,

'

...

-

, i .:

., . '

~

.......

bar1te occurren~es in

bedrock.
' !>

(PLAYFAIR, 1802, p. 67) veins

.

..

.....

The AGI Glossary
~

~

.

.

••

.

.

According "to HUTTON

are "traversing. the strata•.
...

...

:

(1957) o:ffers various
-·

•

'

~ t -::

definitions, the

-

scienti:fic ones of which a1l imply crosscutting relationships.

BERINGER-MURAWSKI,' a Geologisches Worterbuch (1957) defines
.

vein~ as small dykes, thu.s also implying a , crosscutting.

..

~elationsh1p of elongated body through a bedded or homogeneous

45.
_mass. -

c.

or

M. RICE (1940) in the ~Dictionary

Geological

Terms~·, def'ines a vein as · an -~_irre5ular s1nu;ous · in_J ection

or a tabular body of rock formed by deposition from solutions rich in water or othef volat.~ 1e substances~.

For the purpose of a deeper ·genetic understanding
it is thus necessary to create a specific terminology.
Terms like ~'spot~, ~amoeba-1ike mass .~-, or ~patch" _appear ·
to be most appropriate and have the advan·tage of no genetic
connotation.

In a :few cases 1 t is pos_s1ble that some connected
spots or patc~~s almost form a stringer.

There has not

· been found any _reason to - use the term ~vein~, inasmuch as

..

in none of the outcrops· cou1d be :tound a continuation o-.t
the deposit in the :root wall or in the hanging wall.

NIGGLI's classification of rock fabrics offers such simply
ge_o metric connotation-free terms as "ph1eb1 te" 8.l}d "meris...

-.mite" :ror the textures observed · in the Missouri_ bedroek<.·

bar1. te

dep(?_S i ts.

The drawings that · are use:f'ul for the barite deposits
studi_~d are nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, ~n table 2 • . This chapte:1' on
~ the detailed observations

is·.· di vid~d as follows: .··

Geometri-c · observations · ' .. <·
· -· ·
Bari te 1ri coherent beare.ek .
Bari te in the ·matrix ·o:r the do1om1 te breec·i a,
Barite in complex arrays
O'bservat·i ons on crysta1 growth,
Geochemistry
·
Geochemistry of' ~bar1UJl,l .- ._
Geoehemj_ca1 ·observat1ons
General. rules of · logic
.

..

: .· .

'!AB.1'E II

THE NIGGLI CLASSIFICATION OF ROCK TEXTURES

(2)

(I)

(3)

(4)

( 10)

0

(S)

(9)

•

(7)

(8)

Purely ,•o•etrlc no••nclature of rock textures
·
free of genetfcnterpretationa, for choriiiltea or ahoriamatic,
polyache•atic rocks or •in•ral depo•ita (• rock• which conaiat of
two or more textural unita).

3 and 4 • Phlebltea

·7, 8, 9 • Ophthal11itea
(8 • Miarolithite)

Sand 6 • Mer1S11ftee

10 • Nebullte

I and 2 • Stro•etitea
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Geometric Observations

The occurrence o:f b~ri te and .associated sulphides_
ln the Potosi and Dninence ~ormat1ons can be c1ass1~1ed.

into three_ prlnc1pa1 types. but this subdivision into types
ls made only bc~e.usc or convenience·.

.·

The transitions

beti-reen them are actually comp1ete1y- grada.tiGnai. as

visible both in the outcrops and dr1·1 1 cores.
Bar1te in ·coherent bedrock ·
The term coherent !.s here used :fqr those portions

o-r

the dolo~itcs or other sediments which are not broken up
into pieces w~ich are separated by a matrix.

Barlte in

coherent bedrock ls pres.ent 1n a11 th_e outcrops as 1.rregu1ar
phl.eb1t1c masses, some centimeters wide end several centl~eters 1ons.

zontal plane.

These masses are usually oriented in a horiIf the horizontal portions are compared with

the vertical. ones. leaving out th~ 1nc11ned_or hlgh.1y curved
se61llents.- the horizontal. pQ_rtiona outnumber the vert1ca1

ones by a~out two to one.

This gives the general impression

o:f somewhat bedded nature to the scattered patches o:f _barite.

The same tendency to h~rlzontality is conspicuous
where there are 1arge masses of bar1te in the bedrock.

:i,ieae masses genera11y have a diameter ot- 25-:55 cm •• sometimes one of' the two d1mens1ons being much greater than the
other.

The maximum dimension, 1n th1s part1cu1ar case. ls

a1ways a1ong the hor1zonta1 p1ane (see Figures 10-11a.11b).
.
Thl.s type of. bar1te occurrence ls quite widespread. At the
margin o:f the brecc1.at·ed. or type 2 bar1 te depos1 ts .• .. there

..

.
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·are per:rect transitions between the two geometric forms.
Type one geometry occurs :ror example in . the_ upper
parts o:f' the dr11l cores.

by

the author in the

or. the

u. s.

Krueger property (logg~d
-

.

Bureau · o:r Mines Core Library of

Minneapolis).
Barite in the matrix of dolomite brecc1a.
The second geometric . type dif'fers from the first one

w1 th regard to the 1nve~se- role which the bar! te Emd the
dolom1 te play.

In ·t his case the dolomite is incoherent,

whereas the barite and other matrix materials are coherent.
As stated aboye, type one _geometry corresponds to no. 3 o~

the NIGGLI-t'.e xtures, wheres.a type · two geometry corresponds ·

to type no.

s.

Texture no~ 4 is transi tiona1 (.see Table 2).
-

.

The lateral ext·e nsfon . of · one of' the outcrops, .
exhibiting ~is second type of' deposit, is shown in Figure 4.

From the same p'icture the complete lack

or

barit,e in the foot

wal1 is seen.
Thi.~ crus1B of limon1 te are o:rten · observed at the
contact between the barite and the bed.rock in the outcrop

north of' Missouri Highway No. 8.

1:,

The 11mon1 te (_see Figure

~a, 8b, 9a, 9b) . is also present .between dolc;,ltlte ~locks~

where no be.rite

1·s,:rouna.•. ·:rormiA; the

.

.

aAJae . ~o~ork J>,a itet'Jl, . ~-·

as when •cemented•
.
. by bar1te or bar1te and 11mon1te (see
.

-

Fig~e 9a. 9b). ·
-

L1mon1t1c boxwprka are a1ao .seen on .exposed. h~r1zoqta1
..

outcrops, pe.,ra11e1 to the bedding of ,the do1om1 te, . being
, evideno• of the boxwork pattern in three d1mens.1ons • .
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The origin of' this limonlte ls discussed later.
In this type of' occurrence _as we11 as· 1n ~ the first

one. lar£e crystals of' ga1ena are frequently associated. With
the barite and occur always in the center of' barlte - masses.
In only one case, ou:t o:f about twen-t y where galena was

:found w1th,b~r1te. did it occur in a vertical portion of

the network.

In all other cases galena occurred in 1arger

barite masses which are - the knots of the network.
A relatively high amount o:f green sha~y mater1a1 ls
al.ways present either in the outcrops or in the dr111 . coree

studied (in the massive beds overleying the Kruege~ prope~ty
-

breccia).

This sha1e occupies sma11 :frac~ures. vug~. sty1o-

11 tic· features.

Sometimes the shale ls associated w1:t~,. ~e

ore minerals and occurs rl·g ht above them.

or the
sa.JQ.ple' or -thl·s

An x_~y te•t was performed by Mr. Krisnaswamy
M1ssour1 School

of'

Mines and Metallurgy on a

material collected by the author.
.

-

conclusion that this sha1e consists

The results bring to the

or

a m1ca~eous m1nera1

belonging to iron-magnesium mixed layer _type.
In a

rew cases muddy calcareous mat~r~a1 is _pres~~

in the upper - parts o:r vert~cal networks o:r the - breccia,_ and ·
it ,is assoc1.ated _mQstly l!lthbarit.e and .tihal~ (see· F1gur4t·· 1~,
12b).
Barite in complex arrays
By comp1f?X arr~ys 1s_-Illeant .. a

comp1ex rock . both. 1n a

m1nera1os1ca1 as well as 1n a geometrlc , way.
..

this breccla shows various generations

or

Geo~etr1ca11y

brecc1at1on.
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Previous1y cemented br~ccias ar~ broken· a sedond or third
time.

The m1nera1og1ca1 variation is described later.·
Bar1te associated with lead. zinc, and iron su1ph1des

1s present in the dolomitic and cherty brecc1a representing
the mineralized portion o:f the Krueger property.· . This
breccia consists o:f angular :rrasments
of di:f':ferent shapes and s1zef1.
varies :rrom about one to ten cm.

or

dolomite and chert

The size of' these· :fragments
The color of the medium-

grained dolomite is prevalently light-gray, and i t changes

to pinkish-brown during weathering.
a light-gray color.
dump as w~ll

as

The chert is a1ways

or

It occurs in the . breccia seen in the

in portions o:r the outcrop close to the

shaft of the property.

Barite occurs associated with sphal-

·· eri te, marcasi te, and galena as natrix of this dolom1 tic,

cherty breccia (~ee Figures 13, 14, 15).
Galena is present as crystals ·Or crystal agsregatea -.

..

·

..inside the bar1 te and never occurs 1-n layers or in shellThe

-like patterns around the :fragments of' the breccia.

analyses of the drill cores did not show a:ny apprec:1ab1e
. amount.a of 1ead.
Maroas1 t,e 1s· fairly abundant either as massive. or
sma11 grained aggregates consisting

crystals.

or

1diomorph1c drusy

It occupies thin 1ayers, coating the dolomi"'?e

:rragrnents of small. vugs and ho1es o:r the brecc1a.
botr_yo1da1 form i _s a1.s o pr,esent.

..

A

In a few fragments

or

the brecc1a, marcasite is present
in a disseminated ·:rorm •
.
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In addition, i t waa sometimes seen in vugs outside this
breccia and then as a ru1e covered the bottoms or vugs.

A

detailed discussion of the paragenesis w111 be given in the
next chapter.
Sphalerite is the most abund§D.t sulphide present.
Generally i t occurs in a massive Torm and not as crystals.
surrounding the fragments

or

dolomite and chert.

Sometimes

i t occurs a1so as small crystal _a ggregates either in holes
o·T the breccia or as disseminated spots in the dolomite

i tsel:r.

In some specimens and in a Tew perts o~ the drill

cores studied, · sphalerite assumes the typical crustaceous
texture (~chaienblende'in german).
Observations on crysta1 growth
A wealth o:r detail observations on the growth o:r
in.di vidue..l _crystals and crystal aggrega~es cou1d be made.
Only a Tew basic ones, with a bearing on the genesis. can

be mentioned in this connection.
on the siz.e·.

When making observations

the shape and srowth texture, as we11 as the

growth directions

er

the barite crystals the Tollowing

details were noted: Coarse grained crystal aggregates o~ ·
barite are present in a11 three types described above and
111ustrated in figures 16a.16b.

17.

In some occasions the

crystals are of considerable size (up to 15 cm.) and sometimes form starshaped errays. occasiona11y ending in a drusy
cavity.

The, genetic significance _gf this crysta1 growth 1s
discussed below.

In the drill cores ~rom the Krueger property.
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+.n about ten p1aces, small and delicate .. crystals o:r b$.r1 te

occupy _isolated spots on quartz ~d :eha1cedony or ,doi"om1te
crystals at the 1.?ottom o~ the sma.11 vugs . . (see F15t1.res_·1e~
l.9a).
In most cases observed 1n

~~

drill

CO;r;'eS

o..r the

property. the distribution o:r bar1te and marcas1te 1n the
matrix or in the vuga between the dolom.1te 1:>recc18' P:1 ece·s ·
grew from the bottom and. reflec.t s thus 1 ts strong dependence

on the gra.vi ty f'1eld. ·
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T

B
a.
Figure 12 a, b -

b.
Top-bottom reature in a piece o:f the drill
core o:r the Krue5er Zinc Deposit.
White spot on bottom is barite, next pcrtion
(Gbout 6 cm.) ls calcareous mud, the upperh1cst portioi1. (dark :fissure :rilling ls shaly
material.
Location: hole 38, 18.l} :feet depth, U. S.
Bureau or Mines Core Library, M1nneapo11s.
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Figure 13 - Barite-sphalerite-marcasite as matrix o~ the
dolomitic breccia of the Krueger Zinc Deposit.
Location: Dump south of the pit shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 14 - Barite, spha1erite and ga1ena. as matrix in the
breccia o:f the K_rueger Zinc Deposit.
Location: Hole ·34,186 feet depth, u. S. Bureau
o~ Mines Core Library, M1:rmeapol1s.
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Figure 15

~

Samples of the dolomitic .breccia o:r the Krueger
Zinc Deposit.
In the sample to the right, the sharp edges of
the dolomite rragments are visible; at the left
a view on a plane cutting almost exclus1ve1y
through the sulphide matrix is exposed, mostly
with marcasite and sphalerite. Both are
slightly oxidized to limoni t~.
· ,.
Location: Dump south of the pit shown on Figure 2.
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Figures 16a, 16 b - , Eladed ·crysta1s of barite in the outcrop
on the Homsey Brothers Mining Company,
southwest of Potosi (Section out or
Figures 2 and 3).
One crystal cavity showing centr1peta1
growth o~ barite is seen in'the marked
area on Figure 16a and is en1arged on
Figure 16b.
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Fig-q~e 17 - Crystals o:f' bar1·te- in 'a ·cav1 ty in the center ot
.a matrix portion of . the breccia of' the Krueger
·· Zinc Deposit.
Location: ~arge block on the dump south of the
pit.
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a.
Figure~ 18a, 18b -

· b.

Thin crystals o:f barite at the bottom of
small vugs 1n the drill -cores of the
Krueger z.tnc Deposit.
Location: · ho1e 34,165.5 feet depth, U. S.
Bureau o~ Mines core Library, Minneapolis.
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a.
Figures l9a, 19b -

b.
Crystals of bari te and massive bar1 te
associated with marcasite at the bottom
o'£ vugs 1n the drill . core of' the Krueger
Zinc Depoe1 t.
Location: ho1e 42,156. , 5 feet,, depth, U. S • .
Bureau of' l.vlines- Core Library, :Minneapolis.
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Geoche~iatry
This section is divided into two subdivisions: the
first gives a general review of the geochemistry of barium _
and barium compounds as advanced by severa1 authorities as
:ElIGELHARDT (1936), SVERDRUP, JOH!:ISCU· and F.LD1Il1G (1942),
.

.

.

EMERY and REVELLE (1942), RA1'TKAMA and SAHAMA (1950),
-

.

.

P. NIGGLI (1954), E. NICK:L (1956) and others.

!rb.e second

contains the geochemical observations of the author on the
barite deposits o:r so~theastern l!issourl.
Geochemistry

or

barium and barium compounds

Barium belongs to the geochemical group o~ the rarer
elements (see :·p. l'IIGGLI, 1954, p. 50-51).

Al.though i t is

relatively rare, i t fornis its own minerals, besides occurring

Jn camouflage or substitution -positions in major minerals
such as K-feldspars.

The average content of barium in the

..

earth's crust is about 0.08 per ce.~t and in sea w~ter 0.05
mg/L as reported by GOLDSC!Il-1:IDT .(19~7. Re. SVERDRUP,. JOlll'iS.ON,

and -"FL.EI1Il'IG, 1942).

RA.i."\JKAl-! A and SAHAMA (1950) reported a

value or barium or 0.05 gr/ton while BORCHERT (1950) mentions

a considerably lower quantity.
of 10 mg/ton

0.000 001

%.o f

In table

bar~um.

3 is given a va1ue

In the same tab1e

the averages of BaO for a11 the· Qommon and many rarer types
of rock are given.
Of' a different op-inion are REVELLE, BRAL'!LETTE,
ARRHEl.iIUS and GOLDBERG in their publication of 1955.

These

authors do not accept the values given p.reviously and at
p. 229 o~ their paper stated:

Strikingly high concentrations of barium are f_ound in
siliceous sediments fringing the calcareo_lJs-ooze areas.
Though barium usually ranges between 0.05 and· 0.30 per
cent in pelagic seq.ime:p;ta, the · ooncentra_tion herf3 rises ·
to 1-2 per cent. Eariu.m has never been detected in · sea.
water, but an upper limit of 0.1 :part per million has
been established by spe~troscop1c methods. A possible
explanation of the high concentration in the -siliceous
ooze in that minute amounts of b'cirium in the calcareous
skeletons o:r marine plankton become concentra·ted when
calcium carbonate is dissolved, because . of the relatively
low solubility of barium sulphate. High-barium concentrations would be expected in areas where ,the rates of
both deposition and d1ssolut1.on of calcium carbonate is
high. ·The concentration o-r barium may thus be a. measure
of the rate o:f dissolution of calcium carbonate, a
var1~ble which has . not been previous1y measurable.
Barium as a substitution element is mostly concealed
in rock :rorm1ng . minerala of. ie;neous origin, the highest

·contentbeing'.ro.und in rooks of the syen1te :ram11y where
· Ba•+ is :nonta1ned in · the· K-feldspars~
~n pyroxenes in 5rani te~

AHRENS
...

It was also detected

·(1950-1951) reports a
•.

.•.

Bao-average of 1450 g/ton in granite~ and a Bao-average of

213 g/ton diabase.

AMSTYTZ (1953) folllld 1000 g/t9n in . .

Permian quartz-porphy;r:les

-

..

ll:l.

the Alp_s and orily ~oo . s/ton .

in the sp111tea associated with them. ·

Potassiunr bearing minerals are the most favorable
for containing barium, because its ionic radius (1.43 ~)

raditi~ l.-33
l .a .st- p~s•f/or

enables· i t to substitute. r6r pota.~s1um (-ionic

Barium · forms its own minerals 'd uring th;

kX).

masrriatic di:f'ferentiation •

. Some authors derive barium from · wea.thering solutions,
others assume that i t was extracted :from .previously ,f-ormed

igneous rooks by a hypogene sol vent ac.t1on
solutions.

or ·hydrothermal

"'vTRBL£ 3 ,_
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In the exogenetic cycle, barium can be found as
bicarbonate, chloride, of sulphate obtained by weathering
of barium bea.r1ng rocks.

The b1carbona te and · the chloride

are the most easily transported in .the solutions while the
sulphate is only very slightly soluble and only slightly
attacked by atmospheric agents.

The solubility o:r the

· sulphate, however, can be increased if the waters leaching
:bhe barium-mineral-bearing · rocks contain a small amount of'
hydrochloric .acid or chlorides of the alkali metals (see
RAHKlu1\L.~ and SA.RAMA, 1950, p. 480).

Several controversial explanations were offered for
the pre~ipi tation of barium in sediments.

ENGELHARDT (1936, .·
.

.

-

Re. RANKAM:A and SAHAMA. 1950)~ . RANK.AMA and SARAMA (1950).

and others stated that barium precipitates easily during
the formation of the clay minerals.

Among the different

types· of clays those which contain barium or barium compounds
in greatest quantity are

the

ones deposited relatively near

the coasts in comparison· with those at the bottom of the
oceans.
Tb.1 s property o:f accumu1a tion o:f barium in relat1 vely

shallow c1ays is said to be mostly due to the "adsorption"
'
~'
.

'

~

properties of the clays.

'

In the Hofmeister series, bal'ium

is one of the elements which shows a relatively high tendency
to ~adsorbability~' . and this property is related to its ionic
pot~ntial

(4>=

1.40) and its ionic radius (1.43kX). Here
too, the relationship between K and Ba becomes evident.
The enrichment'' of the clays of the 11 thoral zone in

barium, reduces considerably the quantity of the element
still in solution, and consequently only small amounts of
barium may be ce~rried to the open oceans.
several samples show a maximum of 0.022

.Analyses of

%of

Bao in the

red cl_a ys as against the 0 •.047 _.% of Bao in the near-shore
clays.
Limestone, dolomites, and other carbonate sediments
usually show a very small amount of barium.

This is due to

the small quantity of barium available during their formation
and, also, according to ENGELHARDT (1936), to the absence
of diadochy between barium and calcium.
Barium sulphate concretions have been found in various
sediments, and the symmetrical growth-form of barite described
as "rosettes"
Barite concretions in recent
.
. are well known.
...
.
marine sediments were reported close to the west coast of
Ceylon· at 1235 meters depth, near the Kai Island in the Dutch
Ea.st Indies at a depth of 304 meters, and near Cata11na
Island close to the coast· of California at 800-6~0 meters
depth. as stated by SV"EiwRUl? 1 . JOffiJSCN ·and FLEMING (1942).

-

:EMERY and REVELLE (1942. Re.
·-

..

.

.

.

...

-

.
SVERDRUP, JOHNSON and FLEMING,

1942) believe that the rormation

.

~

.

or

.

.

'

..

these. concretions could

-

be rormed by · the interaction . between barium centa1ned 1n
hot spring waters and the sulphate content in the sea water.
E. NICKEL (1956) studied the possible formation of
pyrite and associated barite 1n the _M eggen deposit 1n Germany
in great. detail, and published a number
problem.

or

papers on this

The possibilities of pyrite and bari te formation

in a · sedimentary b a sin· are sho·\\TJ."l in_ Fi cure 20 which is
copied from· his last paper on the Meggen deposit.

The

illustration . is reproduced 1,n order to . avoid m1sunde·r stand.1ns-.
The conclusions reached by NICK::L a~e reported in :ru11 from
p. 134 ~f his publication: ·

Wo sich in Lag erstMtten wie Meg gen oder Ramn~lsberg
~zeichen eines starken Temperaturger£11es wihrend der
Forderperiode :finden, kan man von ein.e n "exbalat1 ven
Telescoping" sprechan. In diesen Fallen . 1s auch die .
z. B. 1n Sa.ntor~n beo1rtachtete Folge . FeCl-3 -FeC03-FeS2 au:r
un.s ere Lagersta.tten ubertragbar; im J31nne .der auch sonst
beobachtbaren Erz'folgen (z.B. Ltbn-D111-Geb1ete
Spateiften folgt auf Htl.mati t .; a·p ~te Sul:flde in E1s_enkarb9natgangen usw.). . ·
·
.
Wahrsche1ndl1ch sind in Meggen schon die ersten
Lieferungen nich~ H2S-:frei gewesen, so dass gemischte
Hydro~_id-SuJ.fid:fallungen stattfanden. Stetig verschob
sich die Liefer~g zur H2~Seite, wodurch sic~ die .
Hydroxide . vollsta.nd.ing in Sulfide unwandel ten. Im ·
Schema kowmt ~an von links nach rec~ts; der niedergeschlagene
Schlamm Fde d.ann auch noch nachtraglich mit H2S
·
durchstromt worden sein._. Un.sere Ma1nung 1st also, dass
das so1fatarische Stadium zu steril ist, .. um eine LagerstH.tte
vom Ausmasse 1teggens kurzzei tig und engraumig entstehen
zu laasen, uitd dass man deshalb den 1m Sinne v. Woi:r:rs
:rumarcli~chenttExhalationzyklus hinzunehmen ffOll. Um den
Megc ener Verh~1tn1ssen gerec~t zu werden, musste
also
das Schema der Abb. 1 ao ·verandern., · dass die schrage
ci-so2-C02-Achse senkrecht
stehen · kommt; gerade· das
w~re da.nn charakter1st1sch fur exhalatives. Telescoping.

wan

zw

" fur
" die hydrotherm~len
ganzen gilt, was Schneiderhohn
Losl.lllgen schon 1941 unterstrich: "Man hat oft angenommen,
dass die Schwnrmeta1le auch in Form von A1kalidoppel- .
sulfiden in Losung seien. Das scheint nach neueren
Betunden immer mehr die Wah.rschein11chke1t zu-genommen,
dasa Ch1oride und Fluoride der Schwermetal1e ;ine grosse
Rolle _s pte1en tmd da~s die il~ichgewichtsver~+ tnisse
d1es1r Losungen mit der gelo·sten freien H2S :f'ur die
Aus:ri11uns eine ausschiaggebende Bedeutung haben" (p.303).
"Zur Beurteilung der Natur der hydrothermalen Losungen ...
1assen sich die FJ.llss1gke1tse1schl~sse verwenden. In
allen untersuchten ·- PbS- ·und ZnS-Proben der verschiedenen
hyd~othermalen Lagerstatten kommen nur NaCl. und etwas
caq 2 1n · e1ner ziemlich konzentrierten. wHssr1g~n LBsungen .
yor . (p. 301).
.-

It

.

.

.

..

.

Wir hab~n _~s .schon dah1ngehend geHussert 1 dass wir uns

... ·

alle AbsH.tze entstariden denken nach vorausgecangener
1nn1ger Verteilung im Meerwasser~ Die n _e ch dem Absatz
noch,weiter tatigen H2S-Quel+en erzeugen die Bilder
primHrer B11dungsunruhe. re1cheni ·zugle1ch das Sediment
an Sehwe:fel (FeS--FeS2) und bewlrken nun e·r st, nachdem
das Ba ausgetreten ·.ist_ uolals L6sung -G'bersteht bzv. zur
Seite gewandert 1st, die erh8hte ko11a1dd.1agenetische
.Ag111t~t des Koagelschla.cmes, der nun zu der von uns ·im
Versuch reproduzierten ·GekrSsest~tur _kommt und die · ·
tcpochemische Struktur1erung erhil t. · Nach der Oxldc'..tion
"
zum Su1fat f~llt
das Ba ala BaS04 aus.
Es 1st denkbjr, dass auch die Art der Barytausscheldung
durch die spaten (in bezug au:f daa Els.en 1mmer steriler
werdenden) H 2 S-Ausstr8mungen bee1n:flusst 1st.. In d1es_em
Zusammenhenge s1nd weitere Untersuchungen ztmLVerstlhi.dnis
d:~ Bary ts trukturen im Gange. · .
Die Man:.::ic:f2.1 tir-·irei
t der Strukturen
un,I Texturen im "
~
.
Nccgener Lacer 1st also bed1ngt durch eine Koacel:f2.llun5,
durch die ausschli~ssende Kollolddlacenese und durch _
metamo~phe Ueberpragungen an schon verfestigten
Niederschllgen. Die getrennte La5erun5 des Pyr1ts und
des _S~hwerspates 1Hsst sich auch dB.n:_ voi chemischer Seite
her verstehen, wenn man g1eichz€·i tige Forderung von Fe ·.
wid -Ba. in den Abl.agerungsraum hlne1n a.nnimmt. M1 t . Hll.:re ·
von ·Fallungsversuchen wurden die Bedingungen ·
heravagearbeltet, die man · den Vorstellungen ueber
Erzforderung und Erzabsatz zugrunde l.egen muss.
.

.

Geocneclcal observ~tions

The ·chemical environment of deposition of barium and
barium compounds - syngenetical.ly during sedi&entatlon, or
epigenetica.lly in pores and :frac-tures o:r th€ bedrock - is ·
c.etercined by tl1E: ch~.racter1st1cs o~ environment of deposition,
or o:f the bedrock a.nd/or possible fluids (sroundwater, etc.)
in which and/or :from which it forms.
Some observations were made in the :field and are
reported bel.ow.
Basic environment: The environment in which the barite,
discussed in this thesis was formed. was probably always
basic since the host rock
consists o:r carbonates.
·,

The wa~er
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Figure .20 - Scheme of introduction end reactions of marine
exhalative iron deuosits.
(Drawing and trE!.llaiation from NICKEL's paper
1956, p. 102-103).
If in a water basin, .which contains partly neutral water.
partly hydrogen sulfide water. and partly ammonium. sulfide
water, (punctuated formulas) springs appear, the :rollowing
types or reactions take _pla.ee aa causes of chloride emanations
(f'rom le:f't to right in the scheme): . . .
.
-· .

1. Discharge of FeC13 at high temperature into the watero
Fe203 and HCl .form according to the Stirnemann experiment.
Th.fa reaction coupled with the formation o·r S10 fro~
·
2
S1Cl 4 ~ is assumed to take place for the formation of the
Lahn-Dill Ores. Becau.s e of required partial pressures -:for
FeC13. temperature values of at least 300°c have to be
supposed.
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2. At low temperature (by ,\ray of FeOCl) hydroxide forms. ·
The hydrochloric acid has to be..neutralized for complete
precipitation. For that reason, ammoniaoal . water is
necessary. In presence of hydrogen sultide, already .
prec1p1 tated. eydroxides would be completely transformed
into sulfide (arrow to the right!)..
·
·.·
·

3. If one assumes a complete reaction between chlorides and

H2~, · which took place at.ready below the surface, colloidal .
sulfides would be discharged at the etfluence into the sea
watero "The· principal agent in deposits, which acts in
such a way, is probably H2 s· • . It pept.i zes metal sulfides
a.nd can, through the d1scliarge of pressure • • • escape
rapidly. The sulfide flocculate out r?;pidly and form
small but rich deposits." (Sc:)mEIDERHOHN, 1941, p. 274). .
.
.
. ·
The HCl which forms is n. eutralized .by N~.
.

.

4.·, Finally it is possible . that chlorides penetrate into water
. containing ammonium sulfide, and . that in this way, sulfides
precipi t~tte there while the freed acid is neutralized~

Reaction-mechanisms as described in paragraphs 2 to 4 are'· .
possible for the formation of the pyr1t1c deposits of the
Mesgen type. The other possibility of formation or larger
masses o'f . iron is fam,1 11ar to us from sideri te deposits. Also
in the formation of hematite deposits (see above) · follows a
carbonate phase after an oxidation phase. Such solutions are
in a less intimate relation with the magmatic emanations,
according to the clD.ssification of von 'WOLFF (1914).
On this basis the axis Cl2-so 2-co 2 in the scheme, by which
the sequence Cl-S-C03 group is symbolized, was drawn as an
inclined asc·.e nding lineo
·
Here also are several ' p~ssibl.e (·,.variati9ns: .;

5. Discharge of iron ca_.rbonate in the water causes hydrolysis
and precipitation of hydroxide.

Secondary action of H2S

is possible (arrow to the left).

.

6. In the same way as in 3 it can be assumed that a reaction
with H2S takes place alreaQJ" in the discharge channel ••
O
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•
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•
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• • In the scheme FeS is always written .:f'or the · iron
sulfides, according· to the primary precipitation-product
in l~boratory-experimep.ts. One has ., to take 1n ·account
a.lso · ·F.eS, Fe2S3, FeS2. B·a r;um has · entered as :S.a·•-1on in
order .to show thet at the begin.i.~ing it does not enter into the precipitate but reacts later with S04- (which
formed ~eanwhile).
Baco3 is ·written · only in the right part of the basin: 1n
an al cal lne medium the en tire barium would pre.c,ip1 tate
(double arrow pointing to the bottQm); in ne'\+}'ra.l marine
water it is oniy .partially precipitated (doubl~ arrow
poln ting to the top).
·
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1he individual zones in the ocean wate~ are- marked in ,the
schematic drawing in a ·way· which can be expected in lagoon
type depositions ,which are being invaded· by _H 2~~springs :- ·
_··
surficial ang. .marginal neutral water \ (m~rked. H20) .sui-.rounding
· an- ammoniacal ·z one · (NH3 a9..:l• . .In proxim1 ti t'?. the spring .. ·
high hydrogen sulfide. concentration (H..2S aq. ),_. on th_~ border ..
against the ammon1acal zone~ there 1s.""a transl tional region
of ammonium sulfide water (NB4)2S aq. •
·
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of the surface circulation is also of a basic composition.

,,.

'

The sediments deposited . and leached by s~fic1a1 waters
•, .

~

consist of a calcareous and dolomitic rock which cause an
inQea.se of C03 in the water.

The basi·ci ty ·of' the wa. ters

makes difficult the solution of.barium compounds that may
be contained in the formations.

As evidence for the

absence of solutions capable of dissolving BaS04 the very
large amounts of bar1 te present as insoluble residuum 1n ·
the soils formed by the decay of' the sediments can be

mentioned.
Presence o.f chert:

The presence of chert means that silica,

either in. higher dilute or in a colloidal state, was
available and was precipitated either syngenetically or

epigenetically ( see below).

RANK.AMA and SAHA.MA (1950) report

that ·silica ccn~entrates mostly when the pH is relatively low.
It was also observed th.at the _major conqentration of silica,
both as · chert, . quartz o:r chalcedony, is found where su1fides

are P~.esent.
Grain size of the dolomite:

The bed.reek . dolomite shows a

certain relationship between its grain size ·and its ore
mineral contrnt~

When dolomite contains a relatively large

amount of barite, the grain size is large to medium.

Deposition of limonite:

Limonite is deposited in interspaces

of the blocks of 4olomi te in the breccia whether or not
barite or other minerals are present.

This limonite may

form during weathering of the sediments _either as - concentrations
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:f'rom the adjacent dolomite or as transported limoni te from ·
subJacent '£0.rmations.

Many other observations could be listed.

The ones

mentioned are. however. be1ieved to serve as a sufficient
geochemical. basis :ror a d1.scussion

o-r the nature of' the

barite ~.nd associated sulfide _deposition, in the frame · o~
this thesis.
General ru1es o:f' Logic

. ,_:a. enerally • the approach t .o a na. tural phenomenon
:f'or whie~ a number o:f' more or less dogmatic theories have
already been proposed. is influenced by these theories.
The ·gen~sis of bari.te deposits is an examp1e.

In this

paper a solution - evolved, through the applic~tion o~ a
number of principles, . based on assumptions which are
considered to be ~ore logical than others.
The . author h2.s reached hi·a assumptions on the basis

or

observations and criteria· collected and, as much as
..

possible. has tried not to b _e influenced by previous
theories o:r:f'ered.

The we15ht. importance or significance o-r the
observations and criteria applied have. however, a re1at1ve
val.ue.

· Pr1n~1p1es of prebab1·1 ~ ty. aa · 1oaJ.oally applied aa

possible, were also taken in consideration.

On the preceding p~ges and in the following chapter
are illustrated the observations and criteria used~ and the
conclusions have been reached through their correlation.
It is accepted·· that in a:ny prob1em in which the
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possible solutions can be severa.l , that solution has the .
highest probability which can be reached by the association

of the fewest number

or nec;essarz
•• •

,.;

,..

.,.i

.-

.

assumptions

AMSTUTZ (l959a). ·

_.

For example if the possible solutions . to a problem are three
and the number o:f' necessary assumpt1Qns is so distributed:
Solution ·A
3 assumptions

Solution B'..
. 5 Assumptions

Solution C
.·7 .Assumptions

in terms of ·' probability, the solution A is closer to reality

than the other two mentioned, provided the assumptions are
of the same . weight •
. The same ·principle presented above was used in

reaching the conclusions of this study.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION ON THE -OBSERVATIONS IN VIEW OF THE VARIOUS
POSSIBILITIES CF ORIGIN
Definitions of terms used
The discussion of the genesis of ·the studied deposits
is based on a critical review of the observations illustrated
in the preceding chapters and on · a comparison with the
different theories as reported in the literature.
The discussion of the genesis of barite and associated
sulphide deposits of the Potosi quadrangle an~

or

the ·

Washington County in general, is divided into two parts:
-- time and sequence of deposition (paragenesis)
-- origin or the ore-bear1~g fluids _
With regard.. to timE:. and origin, ·there are two main poss1b111 ties of mode of format1on 1 or origin of the ore matter 1
respectively:
Epigenetic
Syngenetic

ORIGIN
Supergene
Hypogene

The four possibilities of origin of a rock or mineral
deposit are thus:

1.
11.
iii.
iv.

epigenetic
epigenetic
syngenetic
syngenetic

supergene
hypogene
supergene
bypogene

A definition of the controversial terms used 1n·
. .

discussing genesis of ore deposits is useful for a better
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understanding

or

the ~ea,n:t_n g· :tn wh1c~ .these terms are , used •. .

McKINSTRY (1955, p. 656) writes that syngenet~c - ore deposits ·_:

-

.

~

.

.

.

.

.are: ~deposits formed by pro·cease.s sim11a•.to:; those which
have :formed the , enc1os1ng rock and in · genera1 ··aim~ taneous1y
W'ith -~t, ~ and (p. 638) th~:t, _ep:1genet1o ore deposits are..

~

·~deposits of' ore introduced into a· preex·isting rock
~

It

(L:1ndgreen).

DESIO (1949, P•. 642)~ EAT:EM~l (1956. -p. · 70),
,

and others o:r:rer the same de:f1n1t1ons.
'

'

For the purpose

or

'

th:1s -study the above t;e:t1n1t1ons n~ed·. add1 tions.

· ~e 11ne ·

be_tween syngenet.ic · end epigenetic· ~eposi t.1on 1s. drawn a:fter
d1agenes1 s . of the sedimen~.

Pr.evious authors have - :tntroduced in the 11terature
a ser1ea: g:f dJ_f:ferent terms to indicate the causes which

have 1ead to the deposition if.the barite and associated
su1ph.1de deposits.both in Missouri and in other parts of the
Country or abroad (see Table I).
"

.

Some terms,

.
wh.1ch .have been most f'requent;ty used in

papers , deal.~_g with the genesis of the bar1 te deposits, are
11.sted be1ow:

./

i. magmatic solutions
_11. ascending so1ut1ons
1i1. heated waters of' 1gneou~'or1g1n
1 v. magmatic eJD.a.na ti ons
v.- meteoric wa.ter&1
v1,. J.each1ns

~re.at

sha11ow water.a

v11.,. -descencling eo.lutions
vi..11.- .~_so·1utions at, low temperature at aha11ow 4~pth
1..x. exha1at1ve emanation·s ,. ·.
x. ,deposition from sea water

In the ""present paper the discus_sion about time and

or1.g1n is based upon a condensation · of the above causes as
.shown 1n t,~e -~o11-o':f1ns :tab1e:
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TIME

ORIGIN

Supergene=ore fluids from later ground water
circulation

Epigenetic
Hypo5ene:depos1 tion from epigenetic- hydro- ·
.
· therma1 fluids by replacement and/or ·
open spe.ce :rilling
·
Supergene=barium a.nd associated sulphides :from
weather~ng solutions of adjacent
granitic and sedimentary rocks

Syngenetio

Hypogene:volca.nic exhalative feeding of ore
nuids into the ocean
Diagenesis is defined in tihe following way by SUJXOWSKI (1958 ): :
All those processes which turn a :rres,h sediment into a
..
st13.J;>le rock of . some _hardness, under conditions of pressure
and temper~ture not widely removed from those existing
on the earth's surface.
and AMSTUTZ (personal C(?mmunication) defines diagenesia as
~•••

the process of consolidation

o.r

a sediment, embracing

the time from its deposition to the time at -which it has

become a · hard sedimentary . rook. -~

Time

and

Sequence of deposition {paragenesis)

The time of deposition of the bar1te · and associated
sulphide dept,si ts

or

the Pot-osi quadrangle can be defined on

the basis of'' the variouEJ observations mentioned above.

An

. . ":

attempt has been made to set up a 11st of geometric and
geochemical ~r1ter1a, and the conclusions are based

on

a

comparison between these criteria.

For a bet:~ er correlation these criteria are listed
with capital letters and numbers.

Each letter re~ers to the

type of cri ter1on men,t-i oned as Gm :ror . geometric - and Ge for
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geochemical.
Geometric criteria
Gm1) The horizon tali ty of' the"minera1.ized"area is· visible in

al1 the visited outcrops as we11 as :rrom the logging of .
the drill -core.

Either barite or barite associated

with sphaleri te, marcas1 te., and galena, are almost completely confined to a narrow horizon in the sedimentary
_:rormation (Figure

s·) .

This :reat.u re is typicaa for

·

sedimentary rock f'ormations and the deposition of' the
minerals could have taken place in a sedimentary environm~nt,

syngenetica11y with the rock f'ormat1on itself.

It -has been suggested, however, by various authors that ·
the .horizontality of the deposits may be explained by
a replacement ·of' a .favorable horizon.

The possibility

that one horizon in the Potosi and Eminence f'ormations
was more favorable than another ce..n hard1y be defended.
The favorability is an asS'Umption and no reason is
of'f'ered in the literature why a particular horizon
should be more f'avorable than another.

The lack of

epi~enet1c channelways and epigene·tic gradients are

strikins.

It is reasonable to use hor1zonta11ty ..:a s a

criteria :which strengthens a syn.genetic origin., just as
crosscutting relationships are common1y used as proof

:ror epigenetic origin.

Also, a replacement in a 1arge

scale 1nvo1ves later movement of solutions, and the
presence of cha.nnelways in the overlying or underlying

formations would be a prerequisi.te fo"r such an a·r 1g1n
(compare -AMSTUTZ, 1959 a,. d}~
Gm2) No channel ways of any · sort · extending below . the Poto~!
were found in prox1m1 ty o:r the ·. studied deposi.ts~

The_·

only place in which any. sort of channelways _,_Q ould b ·e .
..

present is in the area of the Krueger. property, where
..

the Shirley :raul t is ·, supposed · to

9e.

The brecqiation
.

.

in this place has be~n, by some authors, r~lated to ::the
:f'ault, and it . is · assumed by these authors that this · fault
served as channel for hypogene mineralizing solutions.

which sprea~ into·· the breccia and the adjacent se~me:nt~,

depositing barite and Sulphides.

From

th~ · stu·dy .of the drill cores of the Krueger · deposit

it is clearly visible that the ore minerals occur not
onl1 in the breccia. but . also in the relatively massive
dolomite.

As· mentioned be~ore, - the vertical arrays of

bar; t~, marca.si te, . et.c _._, are all _of iimi t~d extent and

as seen_. in . F1gur.e

?,

these small and· shoi:-t vertical

·bodies, which are often erroneously called veins, usually

correspond to, and terminate with vertical walls o:f
breccia fragments.

A1S-O

-tl~

the symmetry

Of ·

the dep9si t

.

does not show, andA1:1ot. Ei(~en augg,est _a:ny relation ,; to tit.a·

f'aul t {see Tables 5, 6~ 7-). ·
Gm3) Instead of presenting rounded ·sur:racea, the major part
.

.

.

of the fragments of tne dolomite and chert brecc1a has
sharp edges. ·· This fact could prove the relatively · stati·c

breakage o:f the •. ,sediments, ·and the partial. rounding of'
.
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a few fragments can be aserlbed to very slight shearing
between the fr~gments themse~ves.

?erheps the novement

leading to brecc1at!on or1g1n~ted from seismic mevements.
The roundness o-r a :few :rragt!lents cru.1.. however. support
the thesis of the ep~genetlsts who may interpret them
as replacement cr1 teria.
mech2.nlcal ebras1on

or

Roundness may be due to·

the corners o:f the brecc1a

Repl.acement 1nvol.ves d1ssol.ut1on and thu·s

rragments.

corrosion, and requires re1eoval o·:f o1d and depos1 tion
of new material :from & central point, line or plain. as
drawn ln Table 4, Figure l..

snow

The :following observat1.ons ..

that the roundness ls due to chemical action, i t

must have been a sol.ution and not a replacement action.
The large nlliuber o~ cavities present 1n the breccla
and. in the ~~re compact dolonltic rock shows ~lways a

.deposition and nucleation from the walls towards the

center o:f the cavity. which speaks again.st a ·replacement process (see fabl.e 4, Figure 2).
.

After Table 4

.

.. was drawn i t was £cund by uie author that IrE"llHOUSE
(1928) publ.1.shed a1most the same drawing in his paper

on -~ 1croscop1c criteria of replacement~. · At page 154

-

he _descr1bes his figure as~ • • • advance is1a.nd of one

-

mineral (2) in another (1)-. ~

The de£cndants c:r the rep1~cenent idea may replJ./ that

~irst a solution of mater1a1 takes p1ace~ and then on1y
deposl tlon.·assumption

However there is no evidence :for such an

and

~~so such a process . would not be called

. F1gu:re· 1. ~schematic drawing showing the geometric arrange-

.
ment·s which may resu~ t :rro~ rep1acement.
The
·
replacement substi tut1on starts :rrom a "channel.way"
or from the eon.f l. uents of various "chanrl·eiways" .. ·
and spreads out in a centrifugal way. corroding the
adJacent dolomite fragments.
This geometry is
absent in the studied · dep·osits.
·

F1sure 2. Open: apace or matrix deposition. Materia1 which may
have been introduced ayngenetically or epigenetical1y precipitates and. crystallizes in a centripet.f3,1 ·· way starting · on the sur:races o_
:r the individual
fragments. Tb.1s geometry is abundant in the studied

deposits.

·
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'£ABLE 4

1

2
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replacement.

.Any ·rep1acement theory ·has to make about.

t!'lice as many assumptions as the syngenetie exp1anation.
Gm4) SeveraJ. top and bottom :reatures are visible scattered
. al.ong the drill cores studied.
.

.

Barite, and sometimes .
.

spha1erite and marcasite, is frequently found in ·many
cavities of the host rock.

These cavities are com-

pletely isolated in the dolomitic mass -and the heavy
minerals are as a rule concentrated and deposited at

the bottom:, while the walls are covered by light mineral
crystals, .usually quartz or dolomite (Figure 18). ·
Barite shows sometimes a peculiar :form.

Delicate

crystalline aggregates are concentrated at the b·ottom
of' the vugs (.Figure 18).

A useful account on the

mechanism o:r cavity or geode formation was found in

PETTIJOHN (1957, p. 205).

He states:

liothing is present _in the inttial , cavity except
· :flu.id, presumably connate saJ. t so1u_t ion.
Inasmuch
a.s the outer. wall o:f. the true geod.e is chalcedony.
the initial deposit must have been a layer of
gelatinous silica.
The formation of this layer
isolated the salt solution. If, in the course of
time, the water outside the cell thus created
:freshen, osmosis will begin and build up 1nterna1
pressures.
Tb.is pressure is directed outward
against the cell wal.1. \ Hence the geode will tend
to ·expand. · Expanai-,o n may occur at, the expense of
the surrounding 11aestone. by solution at the
s111ca-11mestone -1nterfaces.
Or if the geode f'orma
prior to consolidation, the surrounding lime mu4
may be simply pushed aside.
Expansion continues
until th~ cell volume is much increased and the
salt concentration of the containing nu1ds reduced
to such value that the expansive force becomes
negligible.
·
In the case of the Missouri barite a cavity 1'1+11ng
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origin appears to fit the observations . best as shown.
The minerals present in these ·cavities _(druses,

vuss.

geodea) appear to be :rormed without repl~cement.

PE1'TIJOHN (1957, p. 205) a1so states that ~thE: metallic

-

eu1f1des, 1:r present, , are most . generally the 1ast.;;.

deposited minerals" and this observation is corroborated by the various examples of marcas1te and

sphaler1te occurring in some of the vuga of the studied
·drill core.
Gm5) Low permea.b.1 11 ty and porosity of the dolomite are other

characte~hich speak against later solutions carrying

minerals •
. TJtRR,-- (1,918, p. 83). in relation to the porosity and
•

-"'!

.

..

permeabili.~Y. of 1;,he Potosi and Eminence stated:
"· • •·· there are no determinations of the porosity
· 6f the Potosi or the Proctor, but judging by the
la-rge openings scattered thruout the rocke i t .is · ·
ap.out 8 to 10 percent. But this po-rosi ty does ,
. . not represent the abil-1 ty of the w~ter to move
· thru the- rock, f'or ·the large ·opening-a are disconnected _and, therefore, the true permeability of .tJle
rocks 1 s tha·t o:r the dense crysta11ine do1omi t.e. ·
This must be :fully · the equivalent of' the perme-,i ·
ability ot granite, or about .5 per cent.
This
di:f:ference between permeability and poros1 ty is
not generally . recognized and porosities are takenthat are commonly too high.
Recent experiments made
by a graduate . student_ under the writer's direction
show tha·t , pre.asures o-r 150_0 pounds per ~square ' inch .._
will no.t fQre.e ;, water thru . a ·1 1.m..estorie with a
·
·poroeit-y o:f :.;,;1r$ per cent. A. preE&sure of _2800 pounda
per aquare 1n•h· broke the rock but railed to force ·
a.ny water tliru 1to~

Penieab111ty · studies wh1ch ·showednegat1.v e results both
in a q~ant1tat1ve and a. qualitative way were carried · ·

out by PERRY at the Missouri School o..r Mines . CMB:ster's
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Thesis., 1958).
Gm6) Sedimentary d1rrerent1at1on of. heavy and 1ight mud is
visib1e in Figure 12.

This geometric feature is

c1assica1. and ls c1ear evidence -~or the contemporaneous
. .

presence of heavy materia1 - poss1b1y in co11oida1 state
in the mud which was sque.ezed into t,he inters:peces of

the breccia, and after d1fferentia1 s~dimentation.
deposited in the sequence now observed.

T~e Figures

_1 2a., l.2b shows clearly the seG_uence o:f the deposition
\·ri th bf>..ri te at thE bottom., coarse ca1ce.reous material,

in the oiddl.e., a.nd :fine shaly material on top.

Top-

cbottom features of this type were ca11ed geo-peta1 by
SANDER

ire.

AMSTUTZ. 1959 c. ).
.

~he prese~ce of~-~ this

.

feature supports ·the theory of the :formation of the
breccia c1ose to. ~rat the sur~ace while ~he . do1omite
of the auperjacent sediments was. st111 in an unconso1idated· Or semi-consolidated ·state.

In this case the

poss1b111ty of the influence of seismic movements 1n
the formation of the brecc1a may exp1ain the facts best.
since i t is known that under relatively strong shocks,
applied ror short periods or time.,

a

st111 p1ast1c

mater1a1 ca.n ·react as so1id and break.

i!1e o~zy se~~

menta Qn top o~ the brecciated 1ayera :round the1.r way
:into the open spaces in between the fragments ef' the
breccia and rormed the matrix.
\

Geochemical Criteria

· The fo11owing ·. geochemical criteria were f'ound to be
of interest with regard to the origin of barlte deposits.
.
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Gel) The low content i _n sea water, 5x10-3 gr/L, reduces

markedly, · i:f not completely, the possib_i l1 ty of
concentration and deposition of barium c9mpounds :rrom
the water

o-r the oceans.

However, this possil.)ility

exists. if a gradual increase o:r barium during g_e ologio

times is taken into consideration.
RA1{KAMA and SAIW[A (1950, p.
'V

..

·rt was reported by

493) and also suggested

-

A

by AMSTUTZ (1958,a. p. 236) that in early geo1ogj.c· t~me
·volcanic exhaiations and emanattons were more abundant .
and stronger than today, and i t is probe.b1e that during
.

.

these volcanic ac·t1v1t1ea one

or

-

the volatile . constitu-

ents. was barium, exhaled and/or dissolved either as
ch1or1de or ca.r bona.te.
NICKEL (1956)" introduced :this concept with regard -to the
genesis o:r the pyri·te and ba.ri te deposits of Meggan ·
(Germany) (see Figure 20).
.

.

..

,....

..

-

Gc2) Ba~!- a.nions combine .with so4- cations ~d l _e ad to the
precipitation o:r __barium as barium sulfate.

When barium

is introduced into sea water either as chloride or
carbonate, it does not read1J.y_precipitate.

When H2S

is present in the water, barium usuaJ.ly stays disso-

ciated 1n the water &ll4 reacts.only when :aulphat,e .cat1.ons

are ava·1 1able.

'

FigUre. 20 :trom NICKit. 1llulit,rates c1ea~l7
· Barium which enters the

the process 1nvo1 ved.

.

sea: water

'

as barium chl·oride or carb.o nate does not react in acid

medium._ acc·o rd1ng

to

NICK.EL, but . diffuses ·ae Ea++ . .

Later it combines with

-

804...

present in s11ght1y acid . or ·
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neutra.1 water near . the surf'ace, precipitating as bar1te.
Two possibilities arise 1~ BaC03 1s introduced in the
water, especially during the last phase of volcanic
activity (Figure 20, far right).

The ~irst 1mpl1ea the
.

.

in:fluence o:r alkaline water.

When BaC0:3 enters NH:,~
-

I:r

rich water the complete precipitation takes place.

Baco3

enters the neutral zone directly• the prec1p1 ta tion ·

In this case Ba++

is incomplete and l3~~f is available.
~

.

· combines with S04- and precipi ta tea later.

Gc3) Cold solutions containing- barium compounds precipitate

.

·,

.

their metal content l.µlder certain chemical conditions

at iow temperatures.

A pecu11ar example :ror this type

o-r:· deposition is given by KUKUK (1951, p. 155, Figure
.

243).

..

In a water-ditch o·f' a mine in the Ruhr district

(Germany) barite was :round filling almost completely a
wooden box.
Gc4) Ba.rite decrepitates at room temperatur:es or at re1a-

t1tYe1y 1ow temperatures, as reported by DONS (195.6) • .
According to him, this barite may have f"C.J'Dled. at ~e~y
1ow temperature.
The necessity o:r epigenetic high-temperature hydro~

therma1 solutions containing barium compounds~ on the .

basis o~ the concepts of DONS. is not warranted.

~e

decrep1tat1on properties of the barite of the Potosi
area has not been studied extensively.

However a simple

experi.m_ent : carried out by the wr1 ter with a few IJ,mples
shows that the decrepitation starts at about 60° to 90° C.·
As shown by CORRENS (1949) decrep1tat1on 1s however onl.y
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a primitive method_and reports rather on the strength
of the crystals than _on the temperature of :formation. ·
The only indication which may be gained is an upper
limit o:r :formation.

Gc5) A decrease of pH 1n sea water causes the precipitation·
of S102• according to RANKA¥.A and SA.RAMA (1950, Po554).
Volcanic exhalations, with their contributions of H2 s·
and other sulfides and chlorides to sea water, create
a more acid environment favorable to the concentration
and later precipitation of s10 2 •

It was observed by the writer that on the Krueger Zinc
.

.

Deposit, where the sulfides are more abundant, as
compared with ~he barite- deposits, silica is also
present in more quantity.

This concentration o'f S10 2
both as chert or·qu~rtz or chalcedony, may have taken
place because· of an increase in acidity of the water of
the basin.
Sequ·ence of' depoai tion. (.I?aragenes1s)
~- · The paragenetic sequence observed in the· Krueger
deposit is summarized on page 88 and.does not include the
wall rock~
No. l paragenes1s
is commonly observed in the open
...
pit and dump o·f the Krueger deposit (for examp1e pictured
in Figure

'1;3).

No. 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d. 2e sequences were

observed in drill ·cores logged at the Core Library

u. s.

Bureau of Mines in Minneapolis.

or the

Parasenesis 2a

rs

PAEAGZ.~=rrc SE~U:ElICE IN TF~ I~~UEGER DEPOSIT
.AND IN THE BARITE PITS

Secondary

Primary
1. Marcasite

Sphal€r1te
GaJ.ena

Bar.1 te
L1mon1te
2a. Q;u.artz
Marcasite
Barite
2b. · Do1om1 te

.,,

Marcasite
2c. Dolomite
Barite
2d. Cha1cedony

.:

Do1om1 te

Ma_rcasite

~

Barite
2e.•

.:.

--

Dolom1 te
Sphalerite

3. Q,uartz
Bc~r1 te
Ga1ena

-

pictured in Figure 19a and paragene-sis 2d is shown in .
Figure 19b~

A. description of the sequence· o:r minera1s -and

.·_
t h'e· relat1on.~hips among ·them. _is given: below.

;uarcas1te, fairly abundant with . .zinc sulf1d~. ~d

bar1te on . the Krueger deposit, shows two positions in . the .
The :first arid more. abundant one ..

paragenetic . sequence.

occurs as a number one gen~ration deposited directly in

contact with the ~olomi tic . and cherty :rragIIrents . of the
breccia. · ThE; second ·one occurs in . a few p1aces on top of· the

sphalerite bands~ · The cause of" thi~ second generation of
m~rcasi te -may be. due to a ,1 at~r enrichment

o-r iron s~:t'ide

in . the so·1ut1on.
, ,·

· Cl·osely assoc1-ated with the ·first generation. or
possibly often older than thj,s first crust1f'1cat1on on top
of the br.ecc1a fr~gmenta, or cavity .wall.a, there is a sort
of d1.ssem1na.ted mares.al te type

~

_: thes·e brecc1a · fragments.

?his dis~ettµnation occurs in two diat1;i.ctly r dift~~ent

d1sir1butlon .-pat,terns •. · One is a homogen.e.ou~ peppering".o1'.
~he ~do1om1 te w1 th tiny grains o:r. marcas1 te.

· The 1·a ck o:t

.·· a gradient. of concentration doe~ not· sUSSest a. lat~r pene-

trat1o~. 1nto the ... rragments·. \·either by a f1111n5 . or ·pores or

.~. .repiacem•t
mechan~~· . It .ra,~er 9-~eets ~ - or1ginal
" .
. . . " :· -,
·. ·- '-..?·). ·\: . . . ,

. tormat1an~ .<~- .

·.~ ·.·: .

0

.

·

:

.

,

' { :

.

:'?/'• ·:

The second pat·t ern o-r d.1str1butlon shows· a· marked:
·d rop of the amount
.towards the · 1ns1de.

ot

marcas1 te- r:rrom

the

rim o·r the fragments:.

B.41:r~ 1 t . migb:t· ·be , aaaume4 _th,a.'tt·.·a-·. J~ligb..t. ..:>· ,

rep1acement has tak~: piace • .· These zgne& of hlshel" m&rca~te
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content ~c ~ sure however onl3 a :f'ract1on cf a millimeter or
c.t the most one or two :millimeters..

T'.a.e inside o:t' these

breccia fra6ffients is usua11y devoid of marc~site.

9Jlalcopyrite was reporte.d by TARR (1918. p •. 55).
.

.

No sure 1nd1ca~1ons or chalcopyrite were seen during this
..

..

study, although ~arc~site coatings or sta1n1ngs often show
chalcopyrite colors.

the

Sphalerite is the most abundant sulfide present in
Krueger deposit.

It occurs as small dark-brownish to dark-

ruby crystals scattered along the dolomitic form~tion. and
as the principal mineral in the matrix o~ the brecc1a.

Sphaler1.te shows fr.equently the typ1ca1 :rorm o~ ~anded

sphalerlte~ (Schalenblende

or

The

the german 11terattU-e).

. .

origin of this type of texture may be ascribed to col1o1daJ..
precipitation which~ according to DI COLBERTALDO (1954. p.10).
-

.

-

..

takes place·· readily in pres.ence of' lead and iron sul:fldes.
It was observed in several. s·a mp1es

~

that

sphaler1 te assume a
.

.

.

the characteristic bande·d texture when 1 t is depoa1 ted over
.
.
layers of marcaslte as first generation deposited on top of
.

the dolomite or chert fragments as described above.

On top

ot this banded sphaler1te. and in other occurrences.
...

\.

~

.

aphaler1 t,e ·o_c _c ura almo.st always as dru.sy overgro~ on \he ·

ban4s. or -·on dolomite, etc.

Galena

~8

a ra~e consti~uent 1n the ·xrueger -depea1ti.

When pr~s~t,: show~ someUmes 1d1omQ~b1c cry.atala.

It.

A'-• .:· ..

a1ways associated with bar1\e and senerally was depoa1te4
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earlier.

Cnli:
+ i:n a few questionable cases · 1 t deposited at
f· . ·:"·

the same time as barite.

Bar1te is, with galena., the last mineral of the para-·

genetic sequence.

..

It occurs in large crystals which grow

in a centripetal way towards "t.h e middle _of the cav1 ties.
They sometimes terminate as well formed bladed crystalso

These bladed crystals can be seen in the whole outcrop and
are :frequently found a1so in the residual soils.

Light

delicate crystals are also present in some open spaces of
These occurrences; and some small ba.r1 t ie

the breccia.

filled fractures cutting across first generation marc~site.
susgest,,. the possib111 ty

or

a. second generation· bari te • .
....

Limonite in thin layers ~onstituting boxwork-like

seccandary coating around the f .r agments of the brecciated
~

..

dolo~ite, are common in both deposits, the Krueger deposit

and the bari te pi ts.

The limoni te was depo.s1ted much later

than the other minerals.

The iron o'f the 11mon1te may-·

originate from the decolllposition of ~arcas.1 te (mostly 1ri
the Krueger deposit) or as secondary product

·:rrom

supergene

leaching of' iron 1n the dolom1 te •. .
.

.

.

.

Quartz occurs frequent.ly as C(?S.ting Oil the_ wall Of
the cavi ti~s in some vue;s
rock for the ore minerals.

J.h·· t.he

dol~m1 te 'c ollst1t~i1ni;

~hlrt.

Also dolomite is sometimes

present 1n a a.rystalline .:f"orm ~d associated w1 th ma:rcas1 'tje

and 'ba.r1 te. ·
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Quartz: Silica was apparently always the :r1rat.
material deposited 1~ a~ailable.
-a nd "drusy quartz".
=

. ,

...

It occurs .as "chalcedony"

Chert is present as wall .rock through-

out the Potosi and Eminence, and is considered one

the main ..

,of

characteristics for the id~ntif1cation of these formations.
As mentioned Wefore it was found in the ·a rea studied that
chert is more abundent where sulfides are present.

Chal-

cedony is very frequently associated with drusy quartz.

~e

chalcedony form o-.r silica is deposited first . in.the sequence
and with 1 ts characteristic; .banded texture 1 t coats the
walls of the many cavitiee present in the dolomite.

The

internal -1ayer of' chalcedony is usually coated with ·small

and delicate quartz crystals ( _~ come-quartz~).

Frequently

small crystals of marcasite an·d barite occ.ur:on :t9p ..o:r ~ a

drusy quartz.

If marcasite and barite are found. toge~her,

marcasi te is always earlier.

Dolomite as small crystals is someti~es present_ in

.

cavities of the doloni1t1-c rock.

Some of these cryatals were

coat·ed later by small and delicate _crystala ~f .ba~•
(paragenetic sequence 2c).

In t~e cavities 1n which dolomite

crystals are :round with marcasite, the latter mineral coats
the first one ( sequence 2b). . If dolom1 te

and.

ap~leri
.

.

.

~

te.
~

occur together~ (s'equen.ce 2~). sphalerite is clearly iater.
The paragenetic seguence observed in t~e bar1te pit•
is simple.

'.rhe only minerals occurring are, listed 1n the

,sequence o:r deposition (paragenetic sequen~e no. 3 in the
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table): silica, bari te ,a.nd galena.

Limoni te·~ the secondary

alteration product, is mentioned above.

Conclusion on the time

or

deposition .

Considering the ·various cri t .e ria mentioned before .
in this chapter containing th~ discussio~ of genetic
criteria, and from a carefu1 compar1s_o n

or · "them,

it appears

r~asonable to assume that the -deposition of the ore minerals
and marcasite took place· syn.genetically.~ example the
enclosing sediments were broken up on the ocean bottom not
too long af'ter and partly during diagenesls;

and in the area

of the ore deposits there happen .to be an accumulation

or

~sedimentary ore fluids" available for cementation of the
breccia.

The 5eometric -an~ geochemical characte~of ·the
minerals 1nvolv6d.1n the process are .proved to support
such a theory.

sup~ort

a

The assu.rapticns · which are necessary to

syngenetic origin~ seem to be fewer than those

necessary to prove later ep1ge~et1c processes as shown
..

below:

1. Assumption necessary for syngenetic origin:

a. Ba++ fl:Ild sol- were ava~lable in the _ sedimentary
environment.
++
. -.
b. Ba
and S04 were &.CCUllluJ.ated locaJ..ly 1n the p1acea
where the depos1 ts :tor.med.

2. Assumptions necessary for episenetic origin:
a. · Ba++ and S04- containing t].ulds were formed at depth
.(eyposene) or in ground water streams (supergene) _
b • .Channel ways (porosity. pe.rmeab111 ty; etc_.) ror these
accumulated
and sot- containing fluids were

Ea..
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~va11able (f'rom ."unknown d~pth" or f'rom distant
weathered ereas)~
·
·

· c. These fluids or presumably preceding _flu.1.ds were able
to upset the stability of the dolomite Em.d dissolve it.
d. Cavities were present to begin ~1th.
e. Pathways for the -dissolved material have to iead out ·
of the place of deposition in order to permit the
re·placed material to go .Put.
r. The new material reachE:s at the particular p1!,,ce · the
condl tions :ror preci~l ta tion ·(saturation. · required
Eh, pH values, etc.). in the cavities .created by the
dissolution or in preexistinS spaces.
·
In the next section . the origin o-r the ore bearing _

fluids will be discussed.
Source of the ore · bea.rin5 . f'iuids
The four poss1bilit1ea of':fered in the introduction of

the chapter are here discussed:
Epigenetic supersene ·origin.

The possibility that later

ground water circulation can have leached barium c-ompounds

from preexi"stent formations can hardly be ~efended.

Several.

factors oppose this theory, as shown 1n the chapter on .the
geoc~~mistry of barium.
The low so1ub111 ty of' barium compounds in ·ground or
.surface waters is one of these criteria.

Even today barite

is practica1·1 y unaltered, ·despite the relatively high content ·

-

-

o-r organic ac1.da o:r theae · waters. - !be ao1ubi1it.y is ea14 . .
to 1~crease, however. w1 th the presence o-r alkaline compoUlld&
in the water.
Among th~ barium compounds. carbonate and cb1oride

are the most soluble and the presence of such ~ompounde in
. '

the over1aying s -e diments of the examined area shou1d be

..
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expected if any- epigenetic origin could be correct.

The

·-· ··

averags calculated in several analyses of overlaying rocks

show; however, that barium is sca~~ly or not at all present

in the formations mentioned.
Eermeabili ty of . the. rocks traversed by the migrating
solutions and of the rocks actually host· for barium minerals
must also be considered.

·The rock formation of the Eminence

and Potosi is usually of dolomitic composition and 1 ts

permeability is ver-y low, as was shown by TAER . (1918, p.83),

OHLE (1951) and .PERRY (1958)0

Iri such a case, only joints

and fractures can be considered capable of acting as pathways

for the mineral bearing solutions.

It was already mentioned

that no·· evidence for this could be found in the studied
deposits.

The chemical composition of the waters which eroded
the ?Verla.ying formations, as well

as

other factor's mentioned

above, is · opposed to a later supergene orie;in of the ore

bearing fluids.
E'pigenetic hypogene origin.

An epigenetic hypogene origin

of the ore bearing fluids was suggested by several authors
for the _barite deposits of southeastern Missouri as well as

for other localities of the ·uu1 ted States and ~bro~d.
A later hydrothermal :f1u1d, however, needs ~or
deposition of its _ mineral content several geometric and
geochemical conditions which are not :ruir111ed in the Potosi

and Dninence formation$.
It is useful,·( herEi to summarize once more the several
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factorc that have to b.e considered for such an origin.
The lack of channelways ls one o:f the. factors
mentioned, and the open spaces supposed to be .present in
the formations before the arri v2~1 of the ore fluid,_ were
proved not to be ab1e to provide the· space for the large
amount of ore mineral deposited.

To men.t ion only one .

geometric criteria e.gainst the assumption of open spaces.
there are many fragments of dolomite and chert which are
11 te.r ally suspended in bar1 te or other ore minerals or in

gangue matrix and are thus not supported.
A high gra~e replacement process was also taken .into

consideration and to ·support 1 ta possible occurren-ce· the
,,

law of replacement of equal volumes was introduced;

Such

a law cannot be applied because no evidences :ror replacement

procea·se~ were found in -the studied deposi ta.

If replacement

is accepted, a space has to be provided for the material
carried away.

This · and oth~r cri teri9= are .lacking.

A _
d iffusion process has also been .proposed as a cause

of deposition of the ore minerals.

Conditions at which

barium carrying fl.uids can diffuse without deposition through
the formations have to be inside of the stability ~ield o~

. these tr&.i.4Yer·aed formations.

It is reasonable ~o assume, _1n ·

this case~ · that a fluid- conta1nuig barium and d1f:tus1ns by

BRCWN's diffusion pr1nc1p1e (2948), should precipitate its
barium content into the underlaying f'ormat1o;ns (frequently

shales) and- not -' pr1mar1ly, 1n the dolom1t.1c rocks of'. tp.e
Potosi and En1nence.
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.Another way of . introducing 1ater hypogene episenetic
fluids into the sediments from an intrusive - source, part1cul.ar1y
into carbonate rocks was described for example by B_A TEt~

(1956, p. 89).

This probability can be excluded in the area

examined, however, because the sediments containinz ore min..

erals as well as the depos1 ts theraael ves are horlzontal.1 y
bedded.

Moreover,

the absence of up-dip channelways does

not support the concept of' a contact metasomatic deposit, nor is ~across bedding~ deposition observed.

Froffi the · concepts 11::!..ustre.tecl above, the writer
believes that an _e pigenetic hypogene origin o~ the ore
beering fluids is high1y improbable. 1£ not impossible.
Synsenet1c supergene origin.- .Barium and associated su1fides

could have been carried_in · solution from\eaDhering of
adjacent 5ranitic·and sedimentQry. rocks, transported to the
water of th·e basin of' sedimentation, and later concentrated
-

in the unccnsolidated sediments of' the bottom, where
syneenetic brecciation may have played an important role

in providing low zones where heavy barium solutions could

accumulc?..te.
As st_a ted by ~JGU,HABDT (1936). barium does not
prec1p1 ta te . easily under the norma1 . envirt>wnen.t :for depo-.
sition o~ carbonate rocks.

Conditions of local cone..e
ntrat1on
.
·. ,

or unusual loca.1 acurce-s thus, cou1d have caused the . deposits. ·
Some of the factors which spea~ against a supergene origin
are discussed in section 1.

It is questionable whether the ignequs roc~s in the
region e.re a. sufficient source of barium, zinc, and lead.

_Only by assuming a f~ctor leading to a ·strong concent~ation
in space and time of weathered Ba++, Zn++, and Pb++ could
.

this theory of origin become a probable cne.

Syngenet1c hyposcnc ori51n.

Volcanic exhalativ: enrichment

cf ore fluids. in the scG.i~entiry basin, . is the fourth
pos~1ble type of orie1n. . The· source or barium may be found,·
in this case, in the volatile part of the magma which formed
the shallow igneous rocks in the area.
All the mlaerals present 1n the deposits are w~ll

..

known in the epithermal sta&e of magmatic differentiation,
and this · fa.ct supi:>orts the suggested origin of the ore fiuids!.
DurinG tbe l~ter phase cf ma6JD.at1c 2ct1v1ty, volcanic
€:Y..halatlons are Vf:.ry frec:uent, -?-11.d it has been sa.1C: that

durln5 esr~y geolo5ic times this volcanic activity was

stron5er. than today (B1"'1{i:..~-1A and SA.HAi'Ui, 1950, AI'1STUTZ,'. · 1958) •
...

The gradual degassing· cf the earth is a well known concept

,u the bc..sis cf this assuw.ption ~nd in view of the

evidences previously discussedJ a volcanic exhalation can
be assumed to be the source for barium.

Moderate volcanic
.
..

activity 1~· shown to be present all through the Paleozoic
exposed. in l\llsso~t~{nDWll.L,~EN,BUCHER,KELLER; Re.AMSTU'l'Z,

1958a~ 2:,6).

CHAPTER VI
GENERAL _CC~CLUSIONS
A syngerietlc hypogene a·r igin froni · volcanic exhalations
is proposed as the most probable one for the barite deposits
of the Potosi quadrangle.

This theory . is supported by

several lines of' evidences as of'fe_red throughout this thesis.
Several authors as for example BUCKLEY (1908),
STEEL (1909),

T~R

.

-

.

(1918 • .1932), and others, advanced both

.

.

an epigen.e tic superg·e ne or hypogene theory for the origin o~
..

the Missouri barite.

The criteria mentioned by them to

support those modes of origin do not fi~ the geometric and
geochemical evidences collected by the writer and discussed
in detail in the previous chapters.

Among the criteria p~eviously ~ent1oned, the most

important ones .agains_~ a possible ep1gene.ti~ origin
con~~-dered ore deposits, are here summarized:
• Horizontality of the mineral deposit •

• Absence of' channelways extending below
the Potosi formation •
• La.ck of.' "mineralization" in the :tauJ. ts
of the s.r.e a.
-~
• l'resenee o·r several. top and ·bottom
teatures characteristic or contemporaneous - deposition on the surface. For .
example: sedimentary differentiation
or heavy and light mud visible in
several places •
• Prevalently sharp boundaries or the
fragments of 'the dolomitic breccia •
• Lack o-r replac.e ment cri ter1a.
- • The ore and · •gangue" minerals can
form at sur_:t'ace temperatures.

or

the

'.
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Furthermore the necessary assumptio1is needed :for an
epigenetic origin were shown to be more comp1ex and or

a

lar5er number in comparison with the ones necessary _ to
support the syn6enetic point o~ view.
The ep1geat.1c theories ~re thus eliminated and the
following two SJlljgenetic possibilities remain to be
discussed:
• syngenetic supergene
• syngenetic hypogene
A supergene cri6iA from erosion on land. and
~ubsequent Qeposltio~ in the form o:f col1oida1 bsrite in a
sedimentar~ basin. requires certain specia1 conditions.

A

supergene deposition throus}l colloida1 barlte in sea water
was a1ready suggested by DAKR .(1930) for the bar1te deposits
of }11ssour1.

or

The dir:f1cu1t1es encountered in the assumption

a supergene source were mentioned .a bove.
A1though the syngenetic-supergene theory ca.n not be

dismissed. a hypogene aource of barium appears to involve
less assu."Ilptlons.

Several er! t .erla lea.ding to a hypogene

..

syngenetlc orlsin were discussed in deta11 in the previous
. chapters.

-The presence of the brecclation in the do1om1t1c _
sed1men4\s could be explained as a reaul t o'!' seismic movements. ·.
These may have been responsible ~or volcanic act~vity and
consequently the exhalation of magmatic fluids discharged and
chemical1y precipitated by a mechanism s1m11ar to the one

.-

described in detail by NICll.L (1956). · The distribution o~
.

-··

volcanic mater1a1. d!atremes,' po1ygonal and other tectonic

l.Ol

f'ractures through al.most all the .Paleozoic, . shows that vertica1
tectonic movements were relatively ·strong and broadly distri- ·

Associated with it there · was sonie volcanic activity

buted.

as IDJ9Ilt1oned.

This mode of' origin has been ·proposed and explained
on the ·basis of ma.ny detai1s :ror numerous· deposits of' the
same type in this and othe~. countries, '£or ex~mple by
AMSi:rUTZ, BORCHERT, GRUNER, LINDGREN, MA:UCHER, NIGGLI,
OFTTEDAHL, PROCTOR, · RAMDOHR.,

SClmEID:ER.HOHl{,

TAUJ?ITZ, a.nd

others.

· It is here o:rfered as a working hypothesis, on the
basis o~ 1;,he criteria described that for the bari te deposits
of the P.o1;,_o s1 quadrangle ·ayngenetic hypogene origin an.d mode .

of :rormation has the highest degree o~ probab111ty.
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